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AtBlDQUEKQÜl MOBMING J OUEHAL.
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YEAR

TWENTY-NINT- H

ALBUQUERQUE,
down. Its columns will be devoted to
the publicity of the routine worlj In
each department and commission of
the city government, and even the
smallest transaction will find a

IHIEVES BREAK

It Is designed to establish the
per not only to further an "esprit

Havana, Sept. 22. The fisheries
commission, recently appointed by
Governor Magoon, has decided to request the governor to demand that the
United States shall not permit tht
continuance of poaching by Cuban
fishermen in Florida waters. vIt is alleged that the poachers have formed a
trust to Import Florida fish without
the payment of duty, that they control
Havana market and extort exorbiBold the
tant prices for their fish.

JAIL

SWINDLE

du

CUBAN FISHERMEN
'
POACH OF FLORIDA

CONSPIRACY
CASE OH AT

BOISE

Guard Locked In Cell by
Intense Interest in Trial of SenCrooks Remains Quiet, an STEVEDORES' STRIKE
ator Borah Which Involves
Hour Before Summoning His
TIES UP OCEAN STEAMER
Many of the Most Prominent
Courage to Give the Alarm,
Men in the State of Idaho,
5

strike

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1907,

of the longshoremen

him was responsible for the finding of
the indictment. Rulck will act In an
advisory capacity only at the trial.
In addition to Porah. the Indict
ment of the grand Jury includes Prank
Martin, attorney ueneral of Idaho un
der Governor Steurfenberg's adminis
tration; J. T. Parber and Sumner O.
Moon, millionaire stockholders of the
Parber Lumber company, residing In
Wisconsin; J. I. Wells, P. H. Downs,
John Kinkald, L. K. Prltchard. Will
iam Sweet, Albert M. Palmer and H.
S. Rand. The names of John Doe and
Hlchard Roe, defendants unknown to
the grand jury, also appear in the in
dictment. The charge is that these
persons entered Into unlawful conspir
acy In September, 1901, and at various
other times to secure, by fraudulent
entry, timber lands! In Poise county.
Idaho.
It Is alleged that William Sweet, one
of the men Indicted.' has turned state's
evidence on promises Of Immunity,
and that It is on his testimony that
the government attorneys largely rely
to secure a conviction.
Friends of
the other indicted men declare that'
the confession of Sweet is false and
was secured through threats. In this
respect the case against Porah closely
resembles the one he recently prose
cuted against Haywood, nnd in which
he attemDted to secure a conviction on
the strength of the confession of an
alleged accomplice.
Senator Porah Is immensely popular and public sentiment is largely In
his favor. His failure to secure the
conviction of Haywood, after the state
had spent huge sums of money to attain that end, has slightly dimmed his
fame, however, and If the coming
trial should result in Porah's conviction the senator's political career will
probably come to an abrupt end.
The trial will attract national attention, as Senator Porah is a personal
friend of President Roosevelt, and the
latter is alleged to have used his Influence to prevent the arrest of the
senator when the Indictments were returned last April In. order that Porn-might be free to conduct the Haywood prosecution. Although several
other prominent men were Indicted
with him. Senator jl'orah has been
granted the privilege of a separate
trial.

here, the
une steamer Sunn
Hohenberg is being held at this port DEFENDANT PERSONAL
without being able to discharge hot
FOR TRACE OF FUGITIVES cargo.
FRIEND OF ROOSEVELT
An effort was made to send
.
the 'steamer to New York and unload
her cargo, but the collector of the port
Escape Carried Out in Broad Informed the steamship officials today Waiving Technicalities Invoked
that the regulations required the unof a eflro-- at ,Vi rn-Daylight While Astonished loading
By Partners In Transaction
it is consigned and that no variutlon
rum
ue
i
mis
ruie
could
allowed.
Wayfarers Watch Prisoners The Sofia Hohenberg has a cargo Accused Senator Only Denrincinallv made mi of
Climb From Windows,
mands Immediate Hearing;
a Pittsburg firm.
It will probably
nave to remain In tho hold of the vessel until the local labor troubles are
Chicago, Sept. 22. After having se i ilea.
Sept. 22. United
Boise. Idaho.
locked a jail guard and a "trusty" In
States Senator William E. Porah, who
a cell, two prisoners climbed through LAKE
acted as one of the principal proseSTEAMER STRANDS
a window of the county Jail here this
cutors for the slate of Idaho at the
arternoon and made their escnpe In
CAPTAIN AND SIX MEN DIE recent trial of William D. Haywood,
plain view of a number of persons who
secretary of the Western Federation
were passing in the street.
of Miners, will be placed on trial toA third prisoner, after having startChicago, Sept. 22. The steamer morrow morning, in the United State
ed to descend from the window, climbAlexandet Mlmick went ashore thir- court here, charged with conspiring to
ed bark and returned to his cell when teen miles west of Whitefish
point in defraud the government of 17,280
thp alarm was given.
Lake Superior last night, Captain acres of Idaho timber land. Twelve
police
Within a few minutes the
Kandall and six members of the crew other persons have been indicted with
were on the trail of the
being drowned. Kleven members of Porah, but ho will be the first to face
but their capture was not reported up the crew were rescued. The
Mlmick the federal jury, having demanded a
to a late hour tonight. The escape was was bound north with coal.
trial prior to the time he shall present
supIt
accomplished by a clever ruse. Choos- posed that the engines broke is down
hla credentials as senator next Deceming a moment when all of the prison- and she drifted ashore during
ber in Washington. Others of the dethe
ers in thnt tier of cells were in the storm
fendants have Interposed demurrers,
A
exercise room, one of the prisoners
pleas in abatement and other legcl
asked the guard, Michael Bloomberg,
technicalities, many of which are still
to unlock his cell that he might get
pending, and have charged that
a pack of playing cards. John Scott,
United State District Attorney Nora "trusty," was about, to hand Hlonm-hrr- g
man M. Rulck used Improper and ila note when both he and the
legal methods while securing the Inguard were seized, the keys secured
dictments.
and the two were forced Into the cil
Put Mr. Porah has simply entered
and locked In. Producing saws, which
plea of not gullly Bnd has forbidden
are supposed to have been smuggled
his attorneys to take advantage of any
to them by some accomplice,
they
He has
technicalities whatsoever.
sawed the two iron bars in the winstated his desire that the case should
dows below and dropped Into the
be tried on Its merits.
MOTION TO BE MADE FOR
Street.
The conduct of the district attorney
Meanwhile the other prisoners sang
Jury,
which
before the March grand
ARREST OF JUDGMENT
and shouted to prevent the jruard
returned the indictment against Mr.
from giving the alarm. The guard,
Porah and the others. Is now under
however, had been warned by the
Investigation by a specially summoned
trusty to make no outbreak tin penalty
Case of Madril to Be Heard
federal grand Jury, while Judge
In
of death, and he remained quietly
who is to preside at the Porah
the cell for an hour.
Today in Santa Fe Decision,
trial, began yesterday a personal in
The men who escaped are W. Rogquiry In open court as to Mr. Kuick's
ers, twenty-fiv- e
years old, charged
course, summoning In attendance all
in the Case of Mr, Granville
wllh larceny, and Stanley Westloik,
the witnesses cited to appear before
years old, held for burg- TRIBESMEN SCATTERED
twenty-si- x
Jury.
grand
the
Pendleton,
lary.
It has been charged In affidavits of
IN FlfiHT AT nAYRRFAK
three of the- - former grand jurymetv
1
that Mr. Iluick made an argument of ( Special DUpatch to tb Morning Journal. 1
CHICAGO SCHOOL BOARD
more than an hours length before the
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 22. AttorOPPOSES FRATERNITIES General Drude's Forces In An grand jury and urged that the Indict- neys
for Ricardo Alarld, the man who
attorney
ments be voted. The district
was yesterday convicted of assault
admitted that he reviewed for the wllh a deadly weapon will tomorrow
tarly Morning bortie Inflict has
benefit of the grand Jury the salient present to Judge McFio a motion for
22. The school
Sept.
Chicago,
of the testimony which cov- an arrest of Judgment.
board of this city, after several months
In ca.se this
Severe Losses on Warriors features
ered a period of four weeks' delivera-tio- Is not granted, Alarld will give notice
of deliberation, has decided at lasi
his remarks were of appeal to the supreme court of
denied
that
but
to take a positive stand against high
Besieging Casa Blanca,
It Is also
in the line of argument.
school fraternities.
which meets Juanuary Kill
charged that the district attorney re- next. In the meantime Alarld expects
Fraternity members this year will
fused to leave the grand Jury room to be released on bond.
be harred from participation In school
Casa Planea, Sept. 22. Negotia- one
day until the Indictments were
athletic or literary contest!, they wlir tions
Muilrll Cast' Today.
a
for
of
havcessation
hostilities
signed. This chnrga has been denied
not be allowed to represent the school ing failed,
case against Jose Leon MaThe
reGeneral
today
Drude
of
of
the
nine
In counter affidavits
In any capacity, and they will be Incounty commissioner of Santa Fo
offensive and burned the former grand jurymen, who say that dril,
eligible to honors. They will not be sumed the
county, will come up before Judge
camps
Sidl
Moorish
at
Hrabim,
south
being
were
not
cases
land
a
the timber
allowed to use the school buildings
tomorrow.
The hearing will
and (dlspersed the discussed when the district attorney McFio
meeting places nor to use the school of Casa Planea,
be brief as only four or five witnesses
who offered but little re- was requested to depart.
name In connection with any of their tribesmen,
have been summoned. This Is the
sistance. These operation were notaThe Indictments against Porah and
organizations.
ble for brilliant strategy.
An expe- the twelve others charge that they case In which it Is sought to disqualify
The school boaid's right to take
Madril from holding ol'llce on the
Indition consisting of two
niered into a conspiracy with 108 ground that he has been convicted or
measuies of this char 'tei fantry, with a detachmentthousand
cavalry,
of
resident of Poise whereby the latter,
is Involved in a suit now pendil ; In
artillery and native auxiliaries, left were to take ui timber land claims of a felony. Humo years ago Madril was
the appellate court. Triers is
given a
for theft.
sentence
camp
the
before
dawn
and
formed
paying a minimum Among theJailwitnesses will be former
icnson to expect that the school barn Into two hollow squares, one behind J0 acres each,
government,
later,
,
and
-r
to
the
price
lliwill be sustained, as courts In
L. Bradford Prince, who, ai
other. In this formation they when the claims were finally approv Governor was
tales have confirmed a similar use the
a Judge of tho district
marched some distance under cover ed, to transfer the hind to the Parber the time
of authority.
court, Hnd who sentenced Madril. Ma
by the Lumber company, an Idaho corporaof darkness and unobserved
office last Novemtribesmen. The heavy morning sea tion, whose principal officers are resi- dill was elected to
SEVEN NIWCASESOF
fog came, up at daybreak and forced dent of Wisconsin. It is claimed that ber, and began to serve on January
half hour's halt, during which shots these 108 entrymen swore they were 1st. The case has attracted a great
of attention.
YELLOW FEVER IN CUBA fired by the advance guards
gave the taklnir out the claims for their own I deal
V
alarm to the enemy. The tribesmen use and benefit and not for specula- - jf;.)i,i.;TV HAS THIRTY"
came' up In large numbers, but a vigThese statements are alleged Uuy
DAYS TO FIMO APPF.AL
Washington, Sept. 22. In a dis- orous attack by the first square sfion tlon.
u ll Hv.,n
huv
.... . been false, and the .,government'
......,in.. i null,i t,.... ll ,.r
J1
U'I'I
UinilTIlK
patch received at the war department dispersed them. No further stand was attorney
all
entrymen
had
the
claim
county, against
whom disbarment
today Governor Magoon outlines the made by the enemy during the march,
to
the
turn
contract
a
Into
entered
brought
proceedings
were
before the
yellow fever situation In Cuba. Four although scattered groups of horseland over to the lumber corporation local land office some time ago has
new cases were discovered at Clenfui-gi- is men harassed the French flanks.
proved.
were
a
claims
soon
as
their
practice
the
been
ruled
from
before
on Thursday and three yesterday.
After the destruction of tho camp
It I further claimed that Senator land office as a result of the recent
All are Spaniards, except one Amerihad been effected, the tribesmen re- Borah
conspiraalleged
and the other
hearing, the declAifin of the officers )l
can soldier. Private William Foster, turned to the attack, a troop of cav
provided funds to many of the the land office liAvIng been adverse to
of the Fifteenth cavalry. This case alry repelling a spirited charge of the ' tor entrymen
expense
cover
their
to
108
him.
Pendleton has been granten
Is believed to have been contracted In Moorish horsemen.
The French then
town, and does not Indicate an Infec- abandoned their offensive formation in taking up their claim. The Inter-In thirty day In which to tilo an appeal
Is Intense
by
trial
est
the
aroused
In Washington. Th'.)
to tho
tion of the canp.
The discovery or and In columns returned to Casa
to decisionauthorities
was returned about Septemthese cases Is attributed to the in- Blanca. Their loss was one killed and thl section of tho country owing
the prominence of all concerned In the ber 10th and up to this time Pendlecreased efficiency of. the medical pa- ten wounded.
alleged conspiracy.
ton has given no notice of filing his
trol. There. I also one new case at
with Sena- appeal.
One of the
Alacranes and one at Nueva Vat, both
attorney
I
Frank Martin,
tor Borah
RURALE CHIEFTAIN
Spaniards.
general of Idaho, under former Govwho was asSteurtenberg,
JAILED FOR STEALING ernor Frank
SAN FRANCISCO GRAND
sassinated by Harry Orchard, AnothHANGED FOR
er defendant I "John Dims" said to
AM
IIIRV WAQ MnFI Dl
MUKuu i un ii Morfrfiii ont.rr Awn ni .Iniirez Vi represent Governor'steunenbcrg himself.
(rave (liargi. .
Among the 108 entrymen named In
lloriy Will
Work for .Miinldpulll j
the conspiracy, but. not Indicted, aro
DEED
(miK'll I'WNHIHT III I.Xploit
F.I Paso. Sept. 22.
Confined In the many of the most prominent business
City' Afluir.
federal prison In Juarcx, Francisco M. and professional men of Boise. In
Motillnar. commander of I heforce of some Instance, five member of a
Ui,i.i 9
Kun liVftvwIu...
Alt,.,..,.,, rurales which wa sent Hhie from family, Including wives and daughter,
to run d owva gang of are Involved.
The government claim
there are several matter pending he- - ' Chihuahua
1
8
)l on the chargM that Ihe group of men who operated Accused of Assault on Woman
fore the grand Jury. It Is unlikely thatm"KK,
embezzlement preferred by th In Idaho were one of Ihe three groups
body will again convene until lis vaNinety Years of Age, Alaet and whose
who operated In the
lidity Is determined by the supreme federal authorities.
alleged that more grave prosecutions have arouse! uch wideIt Is
court.
bama Black is Strung Up to
While professing, no doubt a to charge are pending against him In spread Interest during Ihe lust two
what action the highest court of th volvlng him In smuggling transae. year.
covGeorge
In
tlons
It Is likely that the trial of
a Tree,
state will take In the matter. Individ- ering. which he Win nuccessl ul
Pettlbone, who wa Indicted with Hayual members of the Inquisitorial body
of
th
Moyer
murder
for
wood and
'are unwilling to proceed until lt THIRTY-TWSteunenberg, will have to
O
,
PASSENGERS
Prltchard Station, Ala., Sept.
status Is determined.
postponed a a result of the Borah
be
Dossel, a negro, was lynched
A decision from the supreme court
attorney
case,
the
for
trial,
IN
INJURED
that
today for an attempted criminal
in
RAIL
here
WRECK
Is expected within a week,
1'nlcs
will unsaiilt upon Mrs. J. Breeder, a white
Western Federation of miner
something of urgency arises, there will
probably demand hi release on ball. woman, ninety year old. Dossel wa
be no meetings of the grand Jury unI
genhanged to the same tree from which
Washington, Sept. 22. Thirty-tw- o
If Borah bould be convicted it
til that decision Is had.
passengers were Injured, none seri- erally believed that the chsp h ilnut two negroes. Jim Robinson Hnd Will
Should the decision prove favoradropwould
be
Moyer
Thompson, were lynched almost exactPettlbone and
ble to the validity of the body, and II, ously, by the derailment of the Chatactions of the past several meeting tanooga and Washington limited train ped. Borah ha been Ihe mainstay of ly a year ago for assaults upon small
prosecution
of
In
the
the
mate
Ihe
on the Southern railway Just north of
wilt,
white girls. Iiossel' alleged assault
t
held to finish Important
federation leaders, and If he should be wa committed last tilgbt. Mr. Breedstill pending, prior to the com- Ry.tn'n Siding. Va., early today.
A broken rnil
a the cause of the convicted of a crime It would serve er Identified him a her assailant ami
pletion of the work of the present
accident. The entire train, composed to thoroughly discredit the Mhi Ii. he wa then spirited away by two
organization.
deputy sheriff
for safe keeping.
Among the Important matters which of baggage car, day coach and three the Steunenberg case.
The case for the government v 111 While they were passing through
the grand Jury has been onsblerlnn Mlnepera, luff the track, the sleepers
H
M. C. some woods, masked and armed men
being almost destroyed by fire. A be conducted by Attorney
h the recommendation for the
ftperiul trsln
as quickly made up and Burch. of linnver, and S. H. Rush, of sprang out on all sides, commanding
of a weekly newspaper
hhIsI-una
Is
pedal
t the deputies to glv up their prisoner,
Omaha.' Tho latter
to the rxrluslye publication oi pruceeded to this rity w Itli till the
attorney general, representing the No protest whs made and Iiossel con,f tictal business of Ihe city.
of the limited. The wreck
-e.
rt
(h
He
of
bus
Justic
puhllcntUiH
fessed the crime and was Immediately
planned for the blocked Ihe Hack for several hours, department
The
Attorney Iluick In tbe
hanged and one shot fired hastening
exploitation of every Hiilon of any nil (rains In the meantime being clc. llevd
lilstrhl
,
IHNI-owing to the allegation I Point, bis end.
municipal official from the mayor IrtJ'-d- .
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Br Carrier, tOc s

that Rulck's personal enmity toward

pa-

corps among the members or the
municipal government, but to aid In
the prevention of graft by the pub
llcity It will give to every detail In ev
ery department.
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LID

NEW MEXICO,

r

point, the Jamestown exposition will
be the greatest failure of all.

!0 POSSIBILITY

Speaking of the Jamestown exposition recalls the recent speech made
there by Judge Alton B. Parker which
the politicians In Washington regard
as Indicating that the judge Is trying
hard to give "a fine Imitation of a
"presidential candidate." The republicans would have no objection whatever to seeing Mr. Parker named, although the fight against him would
hardly be even Interesting, but the
democrats scoff at the mere mention
of his name and declare that h
stands as good a chance of being
nominated by them as does Belmont
or Ryan or even J. P. Morgan. It Is
one of the vagaries of politics that
few politicians can realize the fact of
their own political death. Vide our
president. Mr. Fairbeloved vice
banks has been announcing recently
supporter
of the presithat he is a
dent's policies, hut Mr. Roosevelt do.
not hesitate to tell his friends that he
regards Mr. Fairbanks as a less sincere supporter of his policies than the
late Senator Marcus Alonzo Hanna.
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Elaborate Plans for Reception
Roosevelt Assures His Intimate
I)'
Tent.
Flslit Kvll
and Speeches; Second PresiFriends That Nothing WhatChicago, Sept 22. Chicago's forces
of evil are to be attacked by a gospel
dent of the United States to
ever Could Induce Him to Ac- army
of business men and evangelists,
open
campaign
on
will
who
their
Sun.
Sail Down the Mississippi.
cept Another Nomination,
day. October 6. in, a double canvas
tent, with a seating capacity of 6,000 persons. The tabernu-cl- e
will be located In a vacant lot ai DEDICATES MONUMENT TO
North Clark and Chestnut streets. The
Itcv. R. A. Torrey will act as leader.
M'KINLEY AT CANTON

steam-heate- d

SON-IN-LA-

W

L0NGW0RTH
MERELY MISINFORMED

CONTRACTOR MURDERED
Hunting Trip in Wilds of
WIDOW HELD FOR CRIME

Unauthorized Statement Given
to Press Keeps Executive Of-iBusy
Issuing Denials;
Washington Gossip,

isiana Winds

ce

.Mystery Shrmuls Karly Morning Killing In Indian Territory.

CirreMml'nre Morning Jnurnnl.
Washington, Sept. 19. A report Is
going the rounds of the press which
deserves prompt denial'. It Is to the
effect that the president said to some
of his visitors, among them the Hon.
Luke Wright, quite recently, that hln
enemies" might force him to take an
other nomination. It was added that
the president felt that rather than
permit the nomination of u reaction
ary candidate he would accept the
nomination, nnd It was said further
that the president declared his belief
that Secretary Taft was today the
strongest candidate, but that he ap
was
preciated the Hughes strength
rapidly assuming large proportions.
The most Important feature of th's
dispatch Is "that each of the three
statements contained therein Is abso
lutely false and without foundation.
Representative Longworth, when he
landed recently in Sun Francisco, said
that nothing but the possibility or
reactionary
the nmlnation of a
would make his distinguished father-in-lalake a third term nomination,
but even Mr. Longworth was misinformed.
Wllliin the past few d iys the president has assured several Intímalo
friends that nothing whatever would
n
induce him Xo accept another
statennd that his
ment wan purely an expression o individual opinion and without foundation in fact. The president lias said,
moreover, that he Is quite confident
that Secretary Taft will be nominated
on the first ballot, and thul he does
not regard the Hughes prcldculai
boom as likely to amount to nnythlnu.'.
although he does expect to see Governor Hughes renominated ii'id
governor of New York. There
are certain skilfully devised statements given to the press from time to
time which it is practically Impossi
ble for the president to deny, although
It will be noted that In every hisiiince
where such a statement finds Its w:iy
Into the press It Is anonym im. .'"hat
Is to say there Is no one who Is quoted.
It Is merely the statement of some unnamed friend of th president.

1

Jury.

it

Is

that

said

when

was on

Booth

trial at Galena, Mrs. Nesbitt sought to
ooiain money rrom ner nusimiul toi
his defense, and the couple quarreled
violently.

RICH ITALIAN

w

STABBED TO

noi.it-natio-

'a

An instance of the manner
in
which the president Is so quoted that
he cannot well publish a denial, muil1
as he would like to, occurred a year
or more ago. Speaker Cannon and
several other statesmen visited the
president at Oyster Pay. When they
came away they were approached by
the newspaper men and asked for
new. Mr. Cannon would give none,
but one of the visitors drew the scribes
nslde and told them that the president
had greeted the speaker as "our next
president." The statement was accepted
li good faith by the newspaper men
and has been published from time to
time ever since. The next day the
president saw tho story and told tht.
newspaper correspondents that he had
never said anything of the kind, and
.had not even dreamed of such a
thing. On the other hand, Mr. Roosevelt told them they had better not undertake to deny it. as that Would look
like a lack of friendliness to Mr. Cannon on his Ymrt a lack of friendliness
which ho did not fed. Mr. Cannot
was not personally responsible for the
story and It was hardly Important
enough to make It the occasion of a
denial, despite the fact that In effect
it was unquestionably misleading ana
wan Intended to be so.

The treasury department Is considerably concerned regarding the difficulties It will have In getting back Its
money from the Jamestown exposition. The exposition Is now completer!
and I a remarkably good show. Between 18,000 and 20,000 people are
visiting It dally and everyone who
comen away from there seems to be
well pleased. But the exposition Is to
close on the 3 1st of October. nnd
even If attendance doubles within a
short time, as now seems probabl,,
the gate receipts, which are all that !
pledged Ihe government, ate not likely
to be enough to meet the exposition's
lude htcdnccM to the treasury, which
amounts to $000,0110, of which only
paid over.
The
been
$100,00(1 ha
that It
trouble wllh the exposition
was opened too soon. Determined lhat
they would not follow the example of
Chicago and St. Louis, the officials
opened the exposition on the day originally set, despite the fact that congress had long delayed making th"
necessary appropriations
and that,
largely a a consequence, when the
d
opening day arrived only about
of the work wa done. For Instance, Ihe road were not completed.
There had been much rain and th
people and the newspaper men and
went
there were
who
dlgnltarle
through great
walk
obliged
to
stretches of deep mini. Then they
went home and said things about thi
exposition which resulted In keeping
their friends and neighbor at home.
enAnil now that the exposition i
tirely completed, that beautiful walk
and drive lead everywhere Ihrouga
the grounds and lhat the electrical
llltimnlatlon excels that of any other
exposition yet held, while the nuiural
situation excel all others, there I
not lime for all the people who woull
like to go there to do so. nnd ns a
consequence, fiom a financial stand- I
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Stiletto; Body Is Frightfully
Mutilated; Revenge Motive
for Deed, Police Believe,

New York. Sept. 22.

Kphlonlo

Ar-

cara, the wealthy proprietor of an
Kast Side ladles' skirt factory, was
done to death In his factory today. His
enemy, not satisfied with inflicting
nineteen stllletto wounds, any one of
which might have caused death, mutilated the body In a horrible manner.
The only police clue is two clearly defined print of a thumb and forefinger
on the Jamb of the factory door. HI
bookkeeper and hi foreman have
been detained by the police. These
and other employes may tell of some
thing In the murdered man' life that
may show a motive for the bloody
deed.

Arcara was In the habit of going
alone to hi factory on Sundays to
plan his, week' work. An employe.
dropping Into tho place today, found
him dead on the floor of hi office.
Arcara'a wife died a year ago, leaving three children. Soon afterward
he went to Pala mo and married hi
wife' sister. Of the many utorle told
to the police, one wa to the effect
that he wa engaged to a girl here,
but wa Induced by his family to mar
ry the woman In Itniy. They also
learned of a woman known only as
"Vita," who had been Arcara' fore
woman fourteen years, suddenly leaving his employ after his second marriage. The police say the direct motive wa unquestionably revenge.

DEÍD

Washington, Sept. 22. While preparations
for President Roosevelt's
western trip have not been completed,
the program has been sufficiently arranged to make It certain to be one of
Ihe most spectacular undertaken by
him.

He will leave here a week from today and will be absent from the seat .
of government until October 24. The
trip has three distinctive objects: The
mauao-lcudedication of the McKlnley
nt Canton, Ohio: inspection of
the Mississippi river with a view to
arousing interest In a ship channel
from IlR mouth to Keokuk, Iowa, and
the great lakes and securing of a period of recreation for the chief executive before beginning tho duties of the
winter.
Incidentally there will he some
speeches on the return Journey which
will deal with current issues.
The
stay at Canton Monday. September 30,
will be of only little more than suffi
cient duration to permit the president
to pay his tribute to the memory of
his Immediate predecessor, hut he will
there meet Vice President Fairbanks
and other people of note and will
make a long speech.
He will then proceed direct to Keo
kuk, where on Tuesday, October 1,
he will be given a notable public re
ception, deliver an address and begin
his Journey by boat down the Father
nf Waters, said to be, with the excep
by President
tion of a
Pierce, the first trip on the river eve
made by a president of the Fnlled
Slates. At Keokuk the presidential
parry will be met by the governor of
twenty-thre- e
tates. all Interested in
all nrojecls looking to the deepening
of the channel of the Mississippi and
the general Improvement of Inland
navigation, and lhee. on another boat
than lhat on which tho president will
travel, will constitute hi guard of
honor to Memphis, where the party
wIM arrive October 4.
There will he two Important slop
on the voyage, one at St. Louis on October 2, ami one a Cairo, III., on the
3d. and at both point speeches bearing upon the country' future will be
delivered by the president. Reports
from nil point at which stops are to
be made Indicate (hat the party will be
entertained on a lavish scale throughout. At Keokuk there will be a water
pageant, and many cltUen will convoy the president down the river In,
craft of all size for twenty or thirty-milesand a number will accompany
him all the way to Memphis.
At Memphis the president will find
the deep waterway convention In session, and he will deliver a Rpeech.
Then the. president will turn hi back
on clvllUntton for a period of rest and
sport In the wilds of northern Iuils-lanThl part of the program hn
been arranged largely by Civil Service
Commissioner Mcllheny, of Louisiana,
a sporting man of good record. He
has hunted many times over this
recommended th
ground, and ha
place In terms of praise as being well
storked with game, both large and
small, and sufficiently secluded to prevent intrusion.
The president will b accompanied
to the border of this game section by
the staff from the executive office,
headed by Assistant Secretary latta.
of the
and also by representative
pres associations, but they will not
accompany the hunters on their quest.
A miniature White House Is to be established at a convenient place, anil
Secretary Latta win keep his chief Informed of Important development In
affairs of slate. The exact location of
the hunting camp will r
nonnced until It I established. Camp
life will be shared by Mcllheny. Dr.
a few other Intimate
Rlxey and
friends, and they will have the services
.
of local guides.
The party will be In camp from the
5th o Ihe 1st of October. Returning,
President Roosevelt will speak at
Vlckshurg and at the Hermitage, near
Nashville. At the latter place he will
pay his respect to the memory of
President JacVson.
m

short-voyag-

PECULIARLY ATROCIOUS
MURDER

Strenuous

Campaign of Handshaking
and Speech Making,

Miami. I. T., Sept. 23. At 2 o'clock
this morning Fred Nesbitt, a building
contractor, wno recently moved here
from Clairmore, was shot and in
stnntly killed at his home by two
men who aroused him from bed.
.Mrs. Nesblt, whose name was recently brought into prominence In the
rick murder trial at (aleña, Kas.,
as the sweetheart of R. D. Booth, tried
for the murder of Frick, an eccentric
second hand dealer, has been arrested
and Is being held in the federal jail
awaiting the action of the coroner's

Special

Up

Lou-

MTODIID

Mysterious Murder of an Unknown Young Woman Puz-

a,

TELEGRAPHERS DECLINE
TO BREAK CONTRACTS

zles Authorities at Seattle,
Seattle, Sept. 22. The body of an
unknown girl, about eighteen year
old, wa found in a trunk todav on the
beach at Alkl Point. The girl had
evidently been strangled, and had
been dead from two to five day. In
the trunk was the girl' clothing and
the clothing of a man, and two letter, one of which may lead to her
Identification. This letter Is that of a
sister to a brother, and wa written
on the letterhead of "J. B. Covington,
Fuel, Feed and Hauling, St. Paul.
Minn ." and signed, "Kdlth," It bear
the dale of Anrll 11, 1HII5, enclosed In
a worn and unnddremed envelope. It
wn
written to Frank Covington.
The other letter had no significance
so fir
could be deciphered.
The police have no theory a to Ihe
murder, but they are Inclined to believe the trunk was thrown Into th
sound from a boat. It whm weighted
with rocks, liqt the murderer did not
weight
It
sufficiently to
provide
against floating.
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Tabled After
Warm Debate,

New York, Sept. 21. A determined
effort to pat resolutions calling out
on strike regardless of their contracts,
all newspaper wire and broker office
operators was made at the meeting of
union
Ihe local telegraph upci'stors'
today. After a long debate, ine resolution, which ha been Introduced at
r,
meeting of striker several time
wh again tabled, but, II was stild
later, with the understanding that ll
will be taken up St
meeting next
Wednesday, At today's meeting om
of the speaker declared the culling
nut of the 1.500 leased wire men en
necessary to bring the telegraph companies to time.
be-fo-
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are needed in charge of the nation's
150.000.000 pounds, or 17.7 per cent,
affair."'
and for fresh pork, nearly 3,000.000
When asked If he considered that
pounds, or 2 per cent. The quantity ASSOCIATED
a teady hund and a clear head were
of hams, smoked bacon, aides, ana
guiding the nation at present, the redeshoulders,
on the other hand,
ply of the magnate was prompt.
creased over 400.000,000 pounds, or
"Oh, yes, to be sure," he replied.
22.8 per cent. Canned beef, salte
In
and neutral lard also decreased
Joke Success Iloyond K.st'tatlon.
quality.
Ills., Sept. 22. James
Chicago,
It I Interesting to note that amon;t
Kane, aged 07 years old, was today
the numerous products was 211.137
sent Into the world a free man aftei
tons of fertilizer, valued at $4.397.626,
two weeks confinement in the city
which represent an increase since
WEEK
FOR
prison.' Kane wanted above all things
1900 of 25.3 per cent In quantity and
wagon.
to get a ride in the patrol
33.3 per cent In value. This Increase
With this object In view he decided '.
reflects tho practice which I growing
feign Intoxication. The deception was
among slaughterers and meat packers
and Kane was given two
of manufacturing complete fertilizers,
Public Interest in the I'nited States successful
Instead of selling materials Uv Inde- government's actions against alleged weeks in which to think up a new
pendent fertilizer manufacturers.
offenders will be divided this week be- Joke on the police.
tween the hearing of the suit against
Mnnufitcturvd let".
COMPRESS CO.
Standard Oil company In New COTTON
The manufacture of ice is a com- the
GenYork,
Attorney
decision
of
the
'
TREMENDOUS RECORD
paratively
new Industry.
ind Its
PRONOUNCED
Honanarte and Judge Landis at
growth has been remarkable. In 187o eral
whether to prosecute the ChiOF PACKING HOUSES the industry had hardly made a be- - Chicago
railroad for rebating,
years cago and Alton
ginning. Hut in the thirty-liv- e
the trial of I nlted Slates Senator lUlvrii Year to Wind X'p Affairs ami
from 1S70 to 1905 the number of es- and
which will open at Boise,
Leave State of Mississippi.
engaged primarily In the Korah,
Census Bureau Report Shows tablishments
Idaho, Monday on charges of conspirmanufacture of Ico for sale increased ing
seby
government
to
the
from 4 to 1.320; their combined capi curing defraud
illegal entry of timber lands.
Vleksburg. Miss., Sept. 22 Chancel
Some Amazing Figures from tal,
from $434.000 to $66.592.001; the
lor Hicks late yesterday afternoon dc
average number of wage eftrners from
President Roosevelt will return to elated the Gulf Compress company an
the Meat Packing Plants of 97 to 10,101; the wages paid, from Washington
this week, and Secretary illegal trust and gave the corporation
$40,600 to $5.549,162: the cost of ma- Root will start
on his trip to Mexico. one year in which to wind up its busi
the Middle West,
terials, from $82,165 to $6.011.325;
lie
and the value of products from $258.-25- 0
The American Bankers' association ness in the state and withdraw,
to $27.790.045. These ligures show will convene at Atlantic City, and Rob- denied tho application for a receiver
WnshlnRtnn. D. C. Sept. 2 2. Tho that the Industry has now passed fat ert Fulton day will be celebrated at This decision is a victory for District
Attorney James D. Thomas, who less
bureau of the ceiinas han Jast pub- Iwyond the experimental stage.
the Jamestown exposition.
It has gained a foothold in fact in
lished bulletin 83. which cimluiiiH
than a week ago tiled suit asking that
on the wholesale slaughtering every state and territory except Maine,
The hearing of the government's ac- a receiver be appointed, ann mat. me
and meat packing, manufactured U'f. New Hampshire. Vermont, Michigan, tion to dissolve the Standard Oil com- company be declared a combine in reand salt. These reports, which pre- Minnesota. North Dakota. South Da- pany of New Jersey is to be resumed
of trade,
sent the statistics of the Industries for kota. Montana, and Wyoming, all oi before Special Examiner Ferris in New straint
Compress company owns
the calendar year 190 4. form part of which states are well located for tho York Monday. Wesley II. Tilford, or Tho Gulf 'thirty-one
compresses in
controls
of l'Jtift, production of natural Ice. Even In treasurer of the company, is expected
the census of manufacture
and were prepared under the supervi- these slates, however, although no es- to be on the witness stand again, nnd the south, sixteen of which are located
The ouster suit was
tablishments are engaged primarily In afterward William G. Rockefeller and in Mississippi.
sion of William M. Steuart, chief statbrought following the purchase of aij
istician for manufactures. The repon the manufacture of Ice for sale, "tin Wade Hampton may be called.
on manufactured ice was prepared by refrigeration process Is used In cold
Independent compress at Vleksburg by
toiage warehouses.
The special grand jury assembled by the Gulf company. It was alleged
Huh It. Meloy, of the census office,
Judge Landls at Chicago to hear the that the compress was purchased In
and that on salt on Charles K. Mun-roStales anil Cities.
Involving the granting of reprofessor of chemistry in George
Mississippi anti-truleading state according to tho evidence
The
by the Chicago and Alton rail- violation of the
Washington university.
number of establishments were Texas, bates
'aw.
Is
company
to'
the Standard 'Oil
MuiiKlitci'lnu and Meat Packing.
Pennsylvania. Ohio. Indiana. Louis- road
to be reassembled on Tuesday, when
The number of wholesale establish- iana. New York. California,
Misand
Itisliop Itrcnl Coining Homo.
Attorney
General Ponaparte, Judge
ments engaged In slaughtering anil souri. According to the quantity or
Sept. 22. The Right Rev.
meat packing during the calenda! Ice produced, however, the leading Landis and District Attorney Sims C. London,
II. Brent, bishop of the Philippine.-.year 190 was 29. and their com states were .Pennsylvania. California, may decide whether to prosecute in
has been visiting Ambassador
bined lapilal was $2:i7."14.fHO. The Louisiana. Indiana, Illinois and New the case or withhold action on the who
ground that the railroad company Held at Dorchester House and anil
furnished employment to 74.134 wage Jersey.
Park, sailed for New York to
Wrest
emwas promised Immunity when its
earners, paid 140,326.972 in wages,
Among the cities having a populawhich lav on the Cunard line steamer
evidence
ployes
the
furnished
consumed materials costing $80ñ.Nób.-96tion of 20.000 and over in 1900,
convict the Standard Oil comproducts l
and manufactured
ranked first In the number of helped
pany.
the value of 1913.914.624.
ons, of manufactured
Ice reported at
Illinois the lculiii;r Slate.
the census of 1905. Philadelphia. Pa.,
The bankers will be in session at
Although forty-on- e
states and ter- ranked second; St. Louis, Mo., third;
week. On
ritories contributed to these ligures. naltlmorc, Md fourth, and New Or- Atlantic City thewilllast ofa the
be conference of
the Industry was practically monopo leans, In., lifth. The ligures for cltlec Monday there
representatives of the various comllüer by the following fourteen state: when
compared with those for the mercial bodies with a committee of
namedin the order of products: Illi- states in which the cities lie, show
that
Hankers' association to
nois,. Kansas. N'ew York.
Nebraska. the manufacture of Ice Is largely an the American
discuss the proposed uniform bill of
Massachusetts. Icnnvvnnl;t. urban Industry.
lading.
The savings bank section of
Iowa. Indiana. Ohio. California, MinHeal Necessary for lit'.
the Hankers association will meet on
nesota. New Jersey and Wisconsin.
Tuesday, and there will be sessions of
Of the materials used the most
Illinois, by far the most Important
was fuel, which cost $4.365.-31- the main body beginning Wednesday.
stat". reported 17.3 per cent of the
or 72.6 per cent of the total fur Thursday will be devoted to the con33.9 per cent of the capall materials. In comparison the am- sideration of the currency question.
ital. 36.4 per cent of the
monia used as a refrigerant was Inex36.1 per cent of thewagespaid.and34.7
The Nebraska state democratic con-hpensive, costing only $613,138, or 10.2
per cent of the products.
d at Lincoln on
vention . will be
per cent of the total.
Chicago the leading Daily.
Tuesday.
In each of six cities the value ol
lncrca-- c in Production.
fireat
Ancient City Team Loses to
-elinm leporteil was over 135,
At the census of 1905 the establishYESTERDAY'SMAJOR
Chicago, Ills., ranked tlrst, with ments
reported a production of 7.199.-44- 8
the Tune of 9 to 6 After a
products valued at I26,'X1.4N6. Kanof manufactured ice. with a
LEAGUE RESULTS
sas City, Kas., was second; South total tons
of
$22,450.503.
value
rep.
Hard Fought Game,
Omaha, Neb., third; New York (Man-hal- t. resents an Increase over theThiscensu
in and Hronx boroughs), N. Y.. of 1900 of 67.6 per cent in quantit.
National licagiie.
fourth: St. Joseph (including South and 68. per cent In value. Tim closi?
First game: Cincin- .(Sprrliit Dispatch ta the Morning Journal.
At Cincinnati
St. Joseph). Mo., lifth; and Kast St. Identity of these
percentages
game:
would
Sept. 22. The Alhwiucr-iin- Santa
Iouls. Ills., sixth. In Kast St. Lmi seem to Indicate that the wholesale nati. 1: New York, 0. Second
1.
Ke
Hrdwn.s defeated the Santa
the priil net was valued at $39. 972. price of Ice has not advanced much In Cincinnati, 2: New York.
At St. Louis First game: St. Louis, team today by a score of 9 to 6, nfter
24 r,: in St. JiMf-phat $42,07:.l 16; an.. the Interval. All but 503.659 tons or
St. one of the hardest "fought games ever
7; Philadelphia. 4. Second game:
In Manhattan and the llronx at
this product was can Ice, because th Louis. 0; Philadelphia. 0. Game win seen here. The Santa Fe team hail
For South Omaha and Kat- fundamental principles .governing
called at the end of the ninth Inning, been strengthened for the game anil
ies City the value of products is nm elimination of foreign substances the
given because these eitles contain so the manufacture of plate ice have onl.vIn neither side having been able to played fast and furious base ball up
to the seventh inning, when the team
few establishments that the figure-migrecently been discovered. It is now score.
First game: Chicago got Into dif licull,li and let tho gamo
At Chicago
hito d. .termine individual aid. however, that all the objectionau''d
Chicago,
game;
go
t
through.
7.
Second
8; Huston.
opeiatloiiM and the census ofllce ad- ble features of plate lee
been 2; Huston. 4.
The feature of (he giimu was Graheres to the rule not to publish stalls, eliminated by (he perfectedhave
proee.s..,
in the ninth
ham's three-baggtic which might be so used.
and that a pure crystal plate Ice Is STRIKEBRÉAKRS SENT TO
when three men were on buses.
e
Ii
Million Animal-- . Slangli-Ktcnow being produced at the minimum
1'ettus, who pitched for the Santa Fe
Annually.
cost of 5o cents a ton.
I)iiriTi
REPLACE BOILERMAKERS aggregation, was hit freely and at op
year nlfnit
the calendar
portune times by the Mcintosh
Sail.
7,000.000 beeves.
1,000. OIUMI sheep,
experl-- I
while the
The establishments classilied under
and 31. OOH. (mío hogs weir slaughlen-It was im eticed considerable difficulty in locnt- -'
22.
St. Paul.
Sepl.
for use In this liidustrv. The beeves the heading "salt" are those only In
ing
the hot ones sent over the plate
heuqua rtei
A' noimced from railroad
cost abolll $2S!1. 0011. 0000. the Mheep which salt Is the final product.
' ih ia no.
ti
about $44.000.00, and the hogs abou; the census of 1905 they ntajnhcrcil MB. today that one hundred more men
who pliiyed his first game
Corhan.
from the east today to break the
$3:!0.0iioouo. In adilitlon, the estab- and I' id a combined capital of
2.
They employed, on the av- bollcrmaker's strike. Fift men will with the lirowns since his return from
lishments slaughtered other miimau
go to work tomorrow morning at the l'uehlo, made good In the field and
to the value of about $1 3.000.000; the, erage 4.666 wage earners, paid
stick work
In wages, consumed material., St. Paul shops of the Omaha road and exhibited some excellent
purchased about $.'.3.000,000 worth o'
meat already dressed; and paid abou; costinr $ 4.1 66.1 37. and manufactured lift v will be sent to Livingston, Mont., during tothe progress of the game. Fo
I'p
the seventh, when Sunta
prodi; ts valued at $9.437.662.
to work in the Northern Pacific shops.
$72.000.000
f,,r oilier materials.
went down, the game was u beauty.
At the census of 1890,
1900 and
mill supplies and freight.
The score at the end of the seventh
1905, New York. Michigan, ami KanNAVY DEPARTMENT
1'rcli lleef l'rliiclw Product.
stood 4 to 4. and it had begun to loot:
The leafling product of the Indus, sas h ve stood at the head of the lis'
game
TESTS NEW EXPLOSIVE like a repetition of last Sunday's
try was beet sold fresh, of which
ofa1' producing states. Of the total
when the score stood 7 to 7 at the
pounds were producen, in ode. tion of the Culted States foi
Hut after the seventh tho vislinish.
905. these three states supplied 69.9
valued at $247.096.724. Salt pork WiSaginaw. Mich., probably
Washington, Sept. 22. The navy itors began to connect regularly and
"iit.
ethe second product In respect to quan- per
department has adopted a new hin for distances and at the opportune
tity, slightly exceeding hams, smoked prodii es salt at a lower cost than
place in the country, becauso explosive for use us a bursting charge moments nnd the linish was easy.
bacon, sides, and shoulder: Im-- . tho
linlgHno pitched a fast game and both
.shells.
products were of n greater ag- there the great lumber Interests sup- for armor-plcrclnThe basis; of this new explosive if teams put up u llit class exhibition.
gregate value. Kach of these prod- ply a- - fuel sawdust and lumber offal,
Some slight difllcultles occurred
ucts, and also pork sold fresh and re- which though utilized as far as possi- understood to be picrate of ammonia. during
the game In connection with
ble fo oi her purposes, remain In enor- This is one of the developments in the
fined laid, exceeded In iUalitltv
1.
,
iMMi. ooo. ooo pounds.
and If not burneii test conducted under the special ord- the decisions and a change of umpires
The valuo varied mous qu.intitli-swas made necessary, it did not, hotv
from nearly $ T.VOiio.odd for the re- inuwt he lenioveil ut considerable cx- nance board which has been giving lis ever,
Interrupt the jgamc.
attention during the past two years to
fined lard to over $132.000,000 for thi pens,.
powders, projectiles, fuses and othe
smoked products.
I'iii I Mot Costly Jliilcrliil.
materials. The tests had at TYPHOID FEVER HAS
The quantity of most of the more
(if the iiiiitcrlul used In the pro-I- I ordnance
Indian Head proving grounds showed
Important products Increased
be
llui'lii
of salt the most expensive In that
WORRIED ALAM0G0RD0
the new explosive effected damIweeti the census of 1900 and 190." find. At the census of
thin Item age beyond that accomplished
b
Kor fresh beef the Increase was over IV MM I polled its coNtliiKlu, $1.3.15.
KS0. other shells.
fcOO.000,000 pounds, or 2K.5 per cini;
'oop
ikc xlock, which whs second It:
The explosive Is described as cloudy Cplilcinlc Now I'lider Control and
lor ait pork, over S.l.oou.Ooo pound.--, Impor unce.
ost $I.17.1S2,
.Most of the 1'atlcnts on Komi to
while
e.
r 13.7 per
for refined lard, over Inured. b;ij(M, nnd sacks cost $1,1,10,-3-- resembling the Japanese "shlmose."
eovory.
This adoption of high explosive lx one
.
of the most Important events In many
Tin total production of unit. Includ- years
In the navy department.
Km-lu- l
IHspHlrti to the Morning Journal
A Most Valuable Agent.
ing Hint manufactured by establish
Alnmogordo, N. M., Sept. 22. The
i im.iK' d
ment
primarily
In
The ulyrerina employed In Dr. Tierce's
RATE
typhoid fever patients are In the asLEJkIFOREIGN POSTAL
medicines greatly enhance the. medicinal other Industry, uas I7,1.1t,615
cendancy here at the present time. A
.:i;í4.,JX.
ni
The value per
UUIUBLH
prnpertie which it extracts from native) vaiueo
NKSI
UnUrb
majority of them-arIn the South wen.
barrel In I HOI iva
$0..r44.
medicinal root and holds In solution coin n red With 10 ".Mlthus In I'lfill u.... '
tern hospital, having been brought
much letter than Icoliol would. It lo $9.52:! in 1X90. In addition
here from the towns north of here,
to the
Washington, Sepl. 22. Heglnnlng CnrrizoBo,
Sania llosa and Tucum-car- l.
potase medicinal nrupertlcaof It ow n, salt, th.- establishment produced 2H1.-S.- 1 October
new foreign postal rate
being a valuable demulcent, nutritiva,
Some of them were very sepounds of bromine, valued ut adopted ut the
meeting
of
the
the
unilast
antiseptic and antiferment. It adiU $72. .'M. nnd other products valued at versal postal convention In Home In vere cases, but all are doing nicely
now. One of Ihe residents of this
greatly to the efficacy of the Itlack Cherry-bar- $1.H.4!t3.
April will become effective. The new town died
from tho fever, It developIncreased I'er Capita Consumption.
llloodroot, (olden heal root, Stonn
charge
furelgn
for
rate
makes
the
due allowance Is made fot postage f cents for the llrst half ounce ing Into perltonltus. Tills wan Mr.
root and Queen's, root, contained n theWhen
1'ace.
Mr.
Another resident,
exportation and Importation
oí
3 cents
(iolden Medical Discovery " In subduing
for each additional half John
Kd wards, was operated on at the hosduring the calendar year 1904, It and
10 cents for
ounce
each
Instead
of
rhronlc, or lingering rough, bronchial, sail
puncture,
pital
a
is found that the domestic consumpfor
and he is now
ounce, us the present rate prescrllies.
throat and lung affections, for all of n hlch tion of a.ilt In thai year was
considered past the danger point. AThis applies to all mall sent to foreign ltogether, the typhoid
agents
tand-arara
by
d
recommended
has been
ths
pounds. Ilased upon the
except Canada, Mexico and king of disease In thisfever
couiitrli-town for the
medical authorities.
population of i:i04. the per Cuba. To these countries the domes-lie
past bIx weeks.
In all rase wheM there, In a wasting capita consumption of salt was, then,
rate of 2 cents for euch half ounce
away of flesh, los of appetite, with weak 82.7 pounds. This represents a de- still holds.
cided Inciense over former censuses,
change of potal rate from 6 tr
atomtf. at In the early lUgei of
p, r eaplta consumption hclmr 60.5 13 The
cents for rurh half oifnce after the ARE
ther can be no doubt that gly- the
.14.1
1900.
for
for
1890.
2.3
and
'or! llrst Is the only Important change
cerineact at a valuable nutritive and I siSO.
root, Mona root,
aid
adopted by the last universal postal
he iiOXiirn itlueofru roll and Ulaek Cherrybark in
All clvlll.ed countries
convention.
Workmen
In
Siiiolhered
Klevnlor.
having on"
promiiUnjf BigeMion ana building up the
were represented,
t ach
Huston.
Sept.
22.
Two
m
workmen
rVsh an" irengto, controlling me congo
vote. At present the postal rate I
Mystic
the
grain
Wharf
of
elevator
and brln nf about a tieaittiy condition
governed by the Washington convenwer tion of eight years
of the w le tyitetn. Of course. It must the Huston and Maine railroad
ago.
two
eted to work miracle. It will smothered to death today beneath
not be
.
t
..r
.............. t...uu..tu
.,iri,-not cure jnvimptlon except In iti earlier th,.,,ULi,l
io i "in m irrnililir'.
mewart, slxtv-tlire- e
yero, f,.'(. j.iines
wl'l rijr very
ataget.
veals INVESTORS NEEDED
io. hi norcnesier, nun .Micnaei .Nolan,
flit?, thn
Es lie roi.yM. brynvr..
DECLARES JAMES J, HILL
yearn old. of Ijiwrenie.
Iruu:.,
lr.il chrome torn
and i!; '
.Ms., fell Into h bin tilled with screenllitnoleoellcclite. irla In the lingering ings. The men sank from sight, and,
York, Sept. 22. James J. Hill.
liang-orough, or those of longstanding, having no foothold, could not extrl-cut- e In New
a recent Interview- concerning the
even when accompanied by bleeding from
themselves.
present llnanclal outlook, deilared Alamogordo People Willing to
lung, that it baa performed it most
(that the specith- en uses of the troubled
( Icu binil Will Travel.
marvelousi enre.
rrlnceton, N. J.,
Stop and Think It Over BeProf. Klnley Killngwood, M, D.,of Ilrrj-riIn di- condition or tne securities market was
Med. College, Chicago, say of gly rect contradiction to current reports due not so much to a lack of Investi hat drover Cleveland
cerine:
will be unable ment power as of In
fore Breaking it to Congress,
slocks and bonds
"The weakness
"!ndrpetwl It eres anoieellent purtiose. this yeiir to enjoy his cutorrnry sum.
perotlde
It
of mer outing, the
riol'llnr a I'd Quantity of tho
is now lis not confined to this country alone,"
brdrofi-In solution. It Is one of the lirwt
Isays Mr. Hill. "The same situation (pm-U- I
a visit to friends
Idspntrb la tb Morning Journal. t
in
manufactured iroducisof the prewnl time In contemplating
obtains all over the world, but mor
New Hampshire. Mr. and Mrs. CleveAlnmogordo, Sept. 22. The single
i irllnii upon enfeliltsl. disorder!
money
In
country
Is
needed
this
than
especially If there Is ulceration or ca- land will leave early In October.
statehood convention which If I proMr. Cleveland has been troubled In any other and the feeling of
tarrhal yaslritl (catarrhal Iriltamii.allon of
part
on
ainmarh). II Is a iiut efllcleiit preparation. fwilh nltai ks of acute Indigestion
Investors
the
of
posed by nome newspaper to hold Itn.
has
for a
Iilrcerine will rrlle many rasca of nxu
years, and each alliick has had Ihe effect of withdrawing many mediately, Is not nllrrlng our people
number
of
li)
!
Isloiiiai
and
asirle
eu
hfriliiirii
f
been more severe than the one he. million from the field of production to any great extent. The people
to a degree not warranted by natural
" enriches ana fore. Mr. fliv.lnn,l
Uoidi-Medical
want statehood Just ns soon as
"'Pl'ly
uri
Ib le- - eurln hlotclies, rmmilrs, hlmslf lo vlsltoia. hut It Is said at his r""""11"
great as ever V"
aoma,
Did
the amount Is hey can iiet !t, but they do not jjo
kwrlllng and
but
hom,.
acrululuu
rui'iioni,
ihüt
hi.
.i
Into spasms over every suggestion
or yln-r-.
neeilli ssly reduced. '
proveincnt.
Mr4 to T)r It. V. I'lirre. of Hiiffalu, !
"In order to restore his confidence made by some newspaper men with n
litiar ad klsxit Htn nail
fon luiaiklt'i
To be sure, If the m.rlorlly
and Induce those w ho hnve the power hohhy.
Wast Ai HattawilBta.
Ho
uiuJt iui
nuuiu inal r .is conido-ontAim. .at
mrr want aiWarttMinont that la to regard good securllle
with more want the constitution drafted fit st. our
,,. ,um. 'ibei la uu all olnl lu iL
ra uc "anmataing U aapp" IB favor a steady hand and a ch ar head 'people will not pluy dog In the man- print
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THE 1POLICY

THE JAFFA

the Directors and Officers of this bank is to establish a
reputation for safety and conservatism and to accept no
proposition involving risk in order to make an extensive

Of

wmi conn

'
'
showing
ventspeculative
Under no condition to underwrite
ures, or schemes to "get rich quick."
Never losing sight of the fact that they are trustees
of a sacred trust and always ready to give an account
of their stewardship.

"GOOD THINGS TO EAT"

the pickling season is
at hand we offer a few
of our special inducements whereby the high
prices of pickling fruits
and vegetables will be offset by the reduction in
price of the ingredients
As

BANK
STATE NATIONAL
AMtUQCKHQCK.
-

used:
IVfustard

seed, lb

25o

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

--

e,

-

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

IRE

,

$100.000.00.

td Surplui.

Capital

HEWS FORECAST

YEM

II

23, 1907.

Bay leaves, lb

25c

Whole mixed spices
4 oz, package

15c

st

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

,

Urn-bri-

New-Yor-

state produces, per

WUERQUE PUIS

.

IRE

Misv-ouri-

50c

gallon

Other good vinegars.40c

IDO

Stick Cinnamon, per

package,

5c

SílilFE

6,

wage-earner-

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Pure undiluted apple
cider vinegar, the
finest New York

s.

BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE
For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Lar;e stock of Windows, Doors
Faints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building Paper, always on hand

C. BALD RIDGE
J.STHKIíT
I.TtfTOI'VIOIT

nil8T

4tK CO r TIT

e'

(ion.-00-

We carry a complete line
Ferndell
package
of
which 'are the
spices
very finest produced, being' sold as absolutely
pure under the pure food
law, You take no chance
in not getting the
very

0.

K

!,

.

Tho Superior Tlaning Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write for prices before placing your order for anything made by a first class mill.

WITH AMPLE MEANS

BAIIK OF

s,

The
'
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Jaffa
Good

Grocery Co.

Things lo Eat."

Mall Orders Tilled Saino Da)
m Itecclved.

2'

an;-othe-

7Z.

Hut they are Inclined to take
the matter under consideration for a
few days, at least.

Ker.

7.

-

1

k,

5.103.-!l27.:ifi-
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311-31-
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Telephones 57.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

L.B. PUTNEY

f'flc Hi ii tor unanturtf
1t'iirKn,intlariimitU'r)C
Irotri'Mnii or tilroMtioiw
an' m .iixi. m.
of mucous htfmbi
rrt..b I MfakrlM. Pal '.iIph, nd not sirio
liHEfviNsCiiEMiruOn. font or poioiou
"
OIHCIMIAri.O
Hold by
v. a. a. .
"tu in ;Min wmppnr
I. Mi. nr 3 imttlfi $z.7S.
i

(l,..r.m

Established 1873

Wholesale Grocer. Flour, Feed
and Grain. Agent for
Mitchell Wagons.

IrraCt,

...

Albiiqiierq"

New Mexico

R

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
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The First National Bank
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Went Silver Avenue.
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lot) Mites In a llalloon in 1H7I.
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J. PATTERSON

LIVERY AND HOARDING STABLES

Alnmogordo Wauls Wcnlhcr Station,
Application has been m.ulc by the
management of the Alnmogordo sanatorium to the Culled States weather
bureau at Washington to furnish a
complete equipment of Instrumenl.s
for making daily weather observations
und keeping an accurate record of
weather conditions, Including temperature, humidity, barometric pressure,
rainfall, etc.
These records will prove of great
value as the location of the sanatorium will give the data for an elevation of about 40Q feet above the town,
nuil being at the base of the Sacramento mountains.
The October American Magazine
contains a most surprising balloon arrie. It Is an account of the longest
aerial voyage, in point of hours, ever
made In the United Slates, and yet
this trip, which is so graphically described, was made awny back In 1x74
by the airship "Harnum."
The distance covered was 400 miles, and tli"limp up" was twenty-si- x
hours.
Washington Donaldson, the most
daring aeronaut of his time, was In
charge. The reportera who went wilh
him were Alfred Ford, of the Uraphic;
Kdmund Lyons, of Ih ijun; Samuel
Muckever, of the Herald; W. W. Aus
tin, of the World, and Kugene needier
Hronson, of the Tribune.
Mr. llronson,
With the exception-oall these men uro now dead, aiut
Hronson, the last survivor, tells the
exciting story of tht- Journey.
,
.At 4 p. in., July. 2, 1S74. the old
Hippodrome In New York rang wilh
applause; a brilllar
eiiuestrlan ael
had Just been finished, Suddenly the
the applause reused and that awful
hush fell upon the vast audience
which Is rarely experienced except In
the presence of death or of some Impending disaster; we had been seen to
enter the basket, and people held their
breath.
"Released, the balloon bounded 700
feet Into the air, stood stationary for
a moment and then drifted northwest
before Ihe prevailing wind.
"In this prodigious leap there was
naught of the disagreeable sensation
one experiences
In a rapidly rising
elevator. Instead It rather seemed
that we were standing motionless, stationary In space, and that the earth Itself had gotten loose and was dropping; 'a way beneath as to deprhs
Kvery cord nnd rope of tho
huge fabric was hugely taut, the has.
ket firm and solid beneath our feet,
Indeed, the balloon, with nothing
more substantial In her conslurction
than cloth und twine, hempen rope
and willow wands (ihe latter formwhile
ing tbe basket), ha always,
Hunting in mid-ai- r,
free of the drug-mp- c
'
tricks, the rigid homogeneity
n I nuickly inof a rock, a solldlly
spire the most t Im Ut Willi perfect
coiiihb-neIn her security."

'

SOLOMON LUNA, rnwldent.
W. 8. STRICKLKR,
W. J. JOHNSON,
Vio President and Cashier,
WTLLIAN McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
A. U. BLACKWELL.
J. C BALD RIDGE.
O. E. CROMWELL.

1

:
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home-butter-

$25.-586.-

COMBEME?

EXTENDS TO DEPOSI'TOliS EVERY I'ROrER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
'
CAPITAL
1150,000.0.
Officer and Director:

iI

slug-jger-

FACIIJTIZS

AND UNSURPASSED

g,

1

ALBl'QI'lCKQUK, N. M.

SOUTH OV VIADUCT.

.

rij-Mn-

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

THE

best.

-

M1MTfrr

MTi--

I

I, "tins Hint dlscminta
Ovf rilrnfia, amuroil and unsecured
circula Um
I'ltitot Hliiti-- hniida tu
I 'ni I i'l Hiatos lunilla lo ecuro United hlulia Ui'imsila.
I'reiniunia on United Ktatct bnnila
Il'imla, aerurltlea, etc
Jlmiklim huusn. furnltur and fixtures
line frinn riatlonal hnnka (not reserve agents)
,
Hue from stum hiinka and tmnkera
Duo from a)i,rovd reserva axi'lits
'
Cheeks and oiher cash llema
KxchanKt-for clearing Iioumo ,
Notes of other nutlonal hanks

fl,S,1,37

65,256

Ut

tí

2H0,0(I0 00
luo.noo 00
glinil 00

...
,'

S4.HV4
SK.ftOO

'

l:i,sst

a

RS.IVÜ

11.

t

00
45

it
St
tí

12.0S5
1 7,2 2.1 96

Fractional paper currency, nickels and ccnla
Lawful money reserve In bank, viz:

'

lólifi

1897

0

tl

$101,221 I
60,001 00

KH-e-

Legal tender notos

t

..

Ilademptlon fund with United Btntea treasurer
cant of circulation)

(6 per

Total

167,224

II

10,000

01

.I3.2DM7I

l.iAiiti.nii

Capital
paid In
Hiirplus fund
tinillvlded tiroflls, les expenses and
National bunk nte nulaisndltif
1ii lo oilier niillnniil bntiks
Duo lo stale hanks and bankers
Indlvidunl rlepnalls (iibjert to check
Time eerllflcaiea of deposit

tt.
a

2oo nno 00

j

tuna paid

Cerllfled rheeka
Cashier's checks nulstandlng
Unlled Hlales depoalia
Depoalia of United Hlatea disbursing
Iteserved for

ta.

1

1 lot 7a
200 nno 00
3ol ins 71
119 1)1 Hi
0B0
71

i'i--

1ui

j

4

nrTUors

'!!!!!!!

Total

J,
!!

I,'

JJ

.....f 3,296,17

Territory of Now Mexico. County of Hernnllllo,
I. Frank McKee. rnsbler of the almva named bank
a"UVe ,tUU",C"1
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8AMUKL I'tCKARn.
Notary Tubtla.

THE ALBUQUERQUE

logs in a railway disaster, hut who H that place and the car sent west again,
nevertheless proud of the agility with but what state, will not be known.,..,
til the car arrives at the hatchery.1
which he waits at th table.
While the operation of several fjsh
lakes, rivers, brooks
cars to
loxl
Smugglers.
to
"FA Vaso,. Tex., Sept. 22.- J t is
and ponds has been called a foolish
of
the government s
announced that the govern- expenditure
ment of Mexico proposes to establish funds, a careful examination of th
department
history
of fisheries
of
the
a fcdernl district along the border to

DU6 TRUST THE

'

occupy the same territory occupied by
the Zona Libre, which was abolished
two years ago.
The district will be under contro;
of the federal authorities, and a
appointed by President Diaz.
Immigration difficulties and recent
smuggling scandals are said to hav
led Secretary of the Treasury Liman-tou- r
to recommend this measure.
gov-ern-

pis

or

7

HAS LEFT 200,000

WLUAM ELLIS COREY HAS
DESIGNS

ON MONOPOLY

FISH

Pay Large Sum For
ranchise Granting Him the
ontrol of Transportation in
ay Capital,;

Ofers

'

to-

Fish Car

izona

BUS

Leaves for the, East

Streams,

JiR
i'li

Li)
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treat consternation has been caused

L

oi
silk manufacturers
on the
ice, by the appearance
mi jtet of an artificial silk manufac-fa- c
jred by an entire new process, Invoked by a French workman.
:'hat causes the. silk manufacturers
evíí more anxiety, is the fact that the
lnntlon, which has been patented In

a

As a result of poor playing, countless errors, and bad field work for the
first four innings, the Bardas Grays,
holders of the territorial amateur
base ball championship lost that title
yesterday afternoon at Traction park
by the tuno of 8 to 3 at the hands of
tin? Morey Solitaires, a picked up aggregation of local base ball talent.
McCarty, the much talked about
Cornell pitcher twirled for the Solitaires and his control was so good
men were struck out, and with
the exception of n few bad throws, his
pitching was par excellence.
To arrange for the Solitaires' entrance Into the baseball tournament ut
the Socorro fair. Manager Martin
Ityan sent a letter to the manager of
the baseball end of the Gem City fair,
asking for three games. McCurfy and
tha-fiftee-

Li

Li

.""""('

Bernhardt
self irlntr her vacntlon

nmt

in writing a
four let play. All the detall she will
give ut about this play In that It I
in fir act? and In entirely modern
in siject and treatment.
com-th- e
"l Grande Sarah" has also
second volume - of het
plot
men rs, the first volume of which N
to I. published during the coining
wlnt Irt Paris, New York and Lon- don multaneously.
TH vacation of this great actress
belt) spent as usual at her ronianlkon the Normandy
cast of Helle-Tslimple life,
She follows the
coa
amusement
llndr her most exciting tnrougn
tn
In ifhlng a shrimp net
BurtjShe la in bed by ten every nlRtil
afteh modest game of flomlnoes, will; she plays Instead or tirnige, uecaulstie nays, we ur pouu uuue
geoif
T'kf. James M. Hennesvy, the weir- knoi sportsman and one of the pro- nrleés of the brandy which benr
lils kme. has fallen the honor of
winilg tho biggest Individual amount
an outsider on the French
won
In
was lnstl- the
turf

leit

(IipuIpIo

heel nnd
Klies

8

sole,
tipc,'

$8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!

...

The Best Horses on the Colorado. Kansas and Texas Circuits

Representing Maiifrer ft Avery, Bolton
(With Raabe A Mauger.)
111 North Firet Rt
Alhnooermie M

E. A. Gertig,
and BUILDER
V. Copiior Ave.

817.

now

J. A. WEINMAN
President

I

ROY A. STAMM

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

Secretary

A L H U O IT K ItQ UK
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Foundry and Machine Works.
'

READ JOURNAL WANTS.

SIiowchhc. Mission Fnriilliire, Store
It. P. Hnll, Proprietor.
St. Elmo Sample & Club Rooms
Mulo-ria- l.
and Diom Caxtlnita, Ore, Coal, and and liar fixtures uml ítiilltlliig
JoHopI- - llnrneit, proprietor,
Lumber Cars, Pulleya. Grate Eara, Biibbltl
20 West Central Avenue.
Metal, Columns and Iron Fronts for Build
lngs. tepnlrs on Mining and Milling MaA. J. Love, Proprietor
sehvkd.
enoicrc
chinery our specialty. FOUNPHY, East Sid
the popular K'irnea. K?no every Monof Railroad Track. Alouqueque. New Mexico Plmne 40,1.
S.
403
I'lrsf Street day, Thursday ami Suturdiiy nlitniH.
Iron

liqco::s

rii k

THK frXO.NOMIST

tag;

KCOMi.Mis'r

ja.w--

aaggiEi:

CSJ

TIIK J.( ONOMIKT

It I II HON HKCTIOM

of plerrs

Hundred
rlldHiim.

luid,

worth

of fnnry

up to "'ic the

In tiirffiHi,

eomldtmtlon

stripes, narrow stripes, tloman

lrlpD, phtlds. ele.,

3

to

Inches wide, worth from
to 75c; choice this week,

ar

All

OR

READY

List of Entries and

RAILWAY RATES: HALF FARE OR BETTER

'

trr

Big

Whirlwind Finishes.

!

ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY GOOD'S HOUSE.
Garments Exclusively
Dry Goods, Millinery and Women's Ready-to-We:
Mail Orders Promptly Filled
Phone Order Filled Promptly

to 10; good 30c vnlue,

'

Jew-stai-th-

WOOL

Phone

$1,000
$1 ,000

Purse No. 22:20 Trot; Denver Post Stake Race
Purse No. 32:1 3 Pace; Veuve Clicquot Yellow Label
.Champagne Stake Race
.$1,000
1
Purse No. 4 2:25 Pace
500
$1,000
Purse No. 5 Free for all Pace.
Purse No. 62:30 Trot
$500

W. E. AlAUGER

Shop 410

12:17 Pace..:

Purse No.

With the exception of the bungle In
the sixth inning, by a Solitaire player,
which permitted the Barelas nine to
make its three scores, Mct'nrty did not
permit any member of the south of
town aggregation to get past first.
The crowd went wild oveii Mccarty's
splendid pitching and his curves, drops
and especially his spit ball did much
to mystify Hnd fan the majority of
Gray boys.

CONTRACTOR

PACING PROGRAM

TROTTING AND

THE ECONOMl ST

hlKh aplleed

wE

I.--.

Albuquerque, New Mexico,

was a good one.
Combs umpired the game.
The result of yesterday afternoon's
game fully decided that the Old Stars
will enter the base ball tournament
at the Socorro fair, and on account of
the many strong plays in its line-u- p
it Is possible that the team will remain In existence.

of TAatz Fleers is pre-

Itermsil.irf dye.

Kperlnl

October 7th to 12th Inclusive

will be the Solitaires' south-

OF INTKKKST TO MANY.
Foley's Kidney f'ure will cure any raso of
kidney or bladder trouble that Is not beyond tho reach of medicine.
No medicine
can 'do inore. J. H. O'Ulelly Co.- -

BEER

splleeil

heavy

Fair Association

O'Bannon, the Tiarelas Grays' old
standby, went to pieces at the start,
and at the opening of the fourth act,
Joe Kama was placed in the box.
Ü Bannon being
taken out by Manager Padilla.
While Rams held the
to several hits,
Solitaires
down
he could not retrieve
the damage already done, for the Solitaire
had already chalked up eight runs.
The game started at 3 o'clock. A
fairly large crowd witnessed it and
while the playing of both nines was,
devoid of spectacular work, the gamo

ié

tncdlilm

Annual Territoria

HlMM'laltjr.

Jews have emigrated from
Russia to the United States since IS!)!),
the number having increased from
24,275 In that year to 200.000 In 1H0H.
In addition many Jews emigrati d to
Knglund, Canada and South Ann rica.

VAL CLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

her- -

'oí'í

Mexico's

Tveiity-Seve- É

work guaranteed.

&00.000

to féjfm a company of the American
f Always tlvs Sama Good Old "Blata:"
II BNfiiiMin
iiirilfnn
Bllkparn ami Manuiaciunng
pan; for the purpose of mnnufnetur- - Stern, Scliloss & Co., Wholennlo Dealers, Albuquerque, X. M. Tel. Auto. 177.
lng fcer new artlflclul silk on a larger
deal
There Is little doubt that thl.- wlllliateriaüy affect the salo oi
'I I IK i;i O.VO.Ml.sT
Freilli silks In the American marke'.
Tl new artificial silk has none t
HOSIKKV KI'KC'IAL
the lulls of the artificial silk shown
r,00 dipzen women's hppse, Maro
Uefof. and can In fact be distin- gulsfrd from general silk only undei
ínrn. in three Velithls lluht.
the llcroscope.
la oecupylnK

"'"

"

KxothiM of '.lews Prom Knssln
St. Petersburg. Sept. 22. The
ish emigration bureau published
Istlcs today showing that more

thejntf''d States, has been bought by
Amaran capitalists, who ore about

Si fch

IRONS,

Heating Devices- -

And Other

Donovan
paws.

determined by the lilatz Method, months before it
comes to you. Pure, sparkling water hops-ba- rley
malt brewed and matured in th6 good
lilatz way. The ideal home beverage.

Fr

ELECTRIC

....

Team Loses to the Mo rey Ag-- gregation in Slow Game at
Traction Park; Score 8 to 3.

The absolute wholesomencss

nmmg the

FIXTURES

Everything in the market always on hand.
THE BUST ALWAYS.
T508 Wait Central Avenue
Phone 238.

It aids the digestion. The percentage of
nlcohol in good beer is very small. GOOD beer-Wi- ener
quenches the thirst and refreshes instantly and naturally. Athletes drink Wiener beer when
in training. They know that it is good for them.

ei

te

"PUMPS

a

offices.

Its own paper, the
d'Unlon," whose editors, com-po- s
irs ynd pressmen have all for-mr been occupants of pulpits.
T
head of the union Is the well
Unc ).i Abbe Leroux.

tHüi23

Best (rude of Flour, loffeea, Trim and Spleen

GOOD beer helps the stomach to perform its

it

h

MOTORS

T. N. LINVILLE.

The Safe and Helpful Beverage

s.

ELECTRIC

STAI'I.K AM) FANCY OKOCKKIES

HP

-

full line

A

K7i

Jo; Ell?

r

ARE

NQLONGERAT

The fish car of the bureau of fisheries which has been in the city a
week, will leave this morning 'for La
Croiso. Wis., after distributing 200,-00- 0
fish in the mountain streams and
lakes In New Mexico and Arizona.
Captain V. K. Fish, in charge of
the fish car, stated last night that he
liked New Mexico better today than
any time during the past six years,
although he has visited the territory
each year during that period. Jl
said that the country certainly dl.l
look prosperous, and that while he
couldn't do it on a big scale, ho
would surely boost for Albuquerque.
The total number and variety of lis;
distributed by Captain Smith arid his
assistants, George L. Hopper, A. H.
Kerth. O. If. F. Kerns, is as follows-12,00bass, 2,500 breañs, 3,000 cattish. 2,000 yellow perch. 1,000 rock
bass, 1500 trout, rainbow, black ana
spotted.
After arriving at La Crosse, Wis.,
the fish car will be
with
fish from the government hatchery at

Te union has

"Tr

j

After Making Big Distribution in New Mexico and Ar-

fhere Is a new trade union the
priests' protective association, which
Is not restricted to a certain trade, but
rollers a variety of trades for the occupations of Its members are many.
k number of
are engaged
In ihe manufacture of bicycles, sewing
midlines and automobiles, a great
maiv are working as locksmiths,
whi others are tailors, Jewelers, and
brick-layer-

proves that the fisheries department
Is doing as much excellent work for
the country as the. bureau of anima!
Industry.
Like the latter department, the fish
eries department receives no remuncr.
ative benefits from Its workl, but the
government is benefitted in various
other ways by the work, .which has;
been'going on since 1877. From coast
to coast, the. lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico, the department of fisheries
has Its inspectors watching to preven
fish eggs from going to waste.
As a
result, while game preservation Is an
unsolved problem, the fishermen ot
the nation. are In no danger of losing
their sport.

AH

SMS

(Henry Dubois.)
Corey,
1. William
Paris, Sept.
tie former president
of the Steel
trust, whose wtarriage 'with . Mabelle
Oilman, the American actress, startled
the world, is Bald to be planning to get
l(n,.u
ortnter,!
tltti Hapu
For yea,rs the omnibus service In
this city has been miserable and recently the cry was raised that the
city itself ought to operate all transportation lines. A committee, elected
to take the matter under consideration
decided that municipal ownership was
rather too risky and it was decided to
Bell the franchise to the individual or
corporation making the most favorable offer.
Among the bids Is said to have been
one from the American steel magnate,
who offered to pay a large amount foi
the franchise, to submit to municipal
control and to pay a certain percentage of the net revenue Into the city
treasury, on the condition that he be
also given the street car franchi.which will expire some three years
hence.
Mr. Corey's only competitor for the
franchise is Mr. Alfred Parish of London, who, however, will pay no fixed
nmount down, but is willing to pay
riie same percentage on the gross revenue. Jt Is thought, however, that tlie
franchise will go to Mr. Corey.

evei
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KOIt Tills WKKK'Í KKI.I.1XH, HIT THE
r).l.(iVI.s ITEMS Wlt.l, HHlVil
WITH LARCKR ASSOUTMRNTfl AND OUR TER VAI.fKS T1IAX EVKU ItKe'OnE. WE MIOHT FU.!. SEVERA!, FAOES WITH HAUCMNS OF THK It.MtEHT HOKT
WE Ill'Y I.N (JIANTI'lMErl THAT ARE IMrosNIHI.K WITH MOST OTIIHH HETAII, STORES. AND WE MARK ll'R HOODS AT I'RH'ES THAT roMpEI. A OltEXT AND
JtuVVli.s TD I'llliKIT HY THE EXTRAORDINARY
VAl.t'ES WE OFEER.
i; CVS SAVE MONEY Eoll
NOT ONLY Sl'PERlOIl TO ANY SHOWN DURING ANY 1'IIEVIOIS HHAHON, P.I'T AHHORTMKNTS ARE Mll'H I.AIK'.EK THAN EVER ni;Fol!.
ARE
STEADY Vol.fMIC
HTYI.ES
Qt'Al.lTIES
AND
Itl'SINKSS.
' e
PROVE IT HY COMPARISON.
Yol! llf VOL- - lll'Y IE1!E. DO.NT THINK THIS IS A RANDOM STATEMENT,

tl'

F owing hln usual custom of back-

Hpeclula

The new waists Include many styles In lace nnd
nets, hoth plain and floured, also tailored waists In
linens nnd madras. The more fancy fell styles have
the short sleeve and nre elaborately trimmed, while
the smart tailored waist will he popular for iccnoial
wear.
..nO to I.VOO
Tailored Wash Wnlsta
:t.(M) tu
:t.1.IH
Net anil l.uce Wulnts
I'retly Style of 1'hilil Ualnts, i.'.IK)

pnrl-mutu- e)

tute

LACE ROBES.

DAILY ARRIVALS OF NEW WAISTS

week

See

Window.

LACK ROUE SALE t'olora Idack. cream white,
niso spatiKie. These come with skirts almost made
up and etioiiKh goods in make waists In any of the
prealllna styles. They sell at stl.1. (.',1. .3 uml S.'.O.
1'hoiiKlt Ihls week we'plasce them on speiial sale
less .l reaular prices. We have had one of these
made up to show how prettily they make up.

-

htslders M. Hennessy put a
thoi nd francs on Comte Oerard ile
filly Keubleuse, which stood at
Clan
nea ISO to 1 In the i lucipal 'rnco
of t lv at Chuntlllv. So little were
h- ,ru.'a rhnneea of winning that
bets were on Hcavleusi-Ionly ilrty-sl- x
tb grand stand enclosure, not even
the frteT backing her.
'
II. lennessy made the bet with M.
Heiifd, the well known bookmaker,y
returns. Hcableuse
tit
won and M. Hennessy netted
over :I0,000. M. Hennessy l. known
us tl plunger of the French turf, ami
his ses this season amount to
ply over $200,000.

for litis

In

NEW VEILS AND VEILINGS.
An

veils, Dolled

"'ill

utiex-pectip-

pj-mu-

new.

tv, romnrkntiln feat of wniklni?
fromilarsellles to Paris a distance,
In less than six weeks,
f 3(1 miles
,m,,-llHS 11 Deen perioriiifu wy
legg (men. They ore president ano
respectively, of th
vice
nnlon. which was recently
form at Marseilles, nnn nave com"
to pk. to ask M. t'leniencenu to of
ficial! recognize the union.
Artxtraordlnnry sight was
when they arrived In the rapl- tnl. kbout four nunnren erippie
nil illcrlitlons seminen at tn rmiip
them. Then,
(In Ahcennes to meet
werehen with one arm and minus
g; there wer women and men
Vothpgless and armless: there were
Mln.inen and women and paralytics.
And 1II cheered loudly when the onewalkers arrived except inose
!.,..,
n hn were denf and dumb.
.f lr
-

flirt'

wit-pess-

I

..

nft,.riv:iril

1

SiTVed

nt

hoH kept by a man who but hli

NUVrT

AltltIV AIM IX
1 AM. TAII.OKKU

Jut

Veils

'hlfton

also

Atitomo-lill-

VeliliiaT.

u

arrived.

Never before have we shown such extensive

Are Hunerldy HtylMi ai d I'tmislngly Low In Price.
None of Hie fall merchandise so pleasingly represents the solrlt of newness as the silks.
l'lslds, checks, strlpca. pompadours, I'erslaas, etc.
and fancy combinations.
In novelty weave
We wish to call your attention to our line of new
r
1
2
and ,.r,0 per yard.
silUs nt 11.00,
i in l
in, t D M nre renesenteil nnd
All the new
you inn rerlal.ily find soTiethlnir for that new
waist, skirt or gown.
HKK W1MIOW 1HSPI.AY.

HUTS

orlBlnul and xclmlvo new feiit-tire- s
tire aornctlnif unii.oiil atl'ntlon in
The outs nre of
them1 new l.illoied suits
almont nny dcsned lentilh. with ecpial preference for Ihe seiullli iiik or I lie tlKht-flt-tlmodels. The en,,rs ami deslxns are
varied. M:iny f the new models
re almost entirely without trliumliiK. hut
ilcpenil iiM.n Ihe heuiity o( the futirte nnd
the elfilioriitenens if the cut for Him unusual

LATEST

FOR

FABRIC

plaids.
Elne

yarn Panamas, fancy striped serges and
taffetas, novelty coveris, subdued cloth plaids. In
fact any style or weave tliatou may desire nre
represented In this great variety at l fl .Hi. ami
..' 0

Printed Oepe De Chene

We

tines, as follows;
polka dot crepe on white sr. ind. In pink,
hlue and helloirope
fl.oo
Printed crepe on wliito Ki'oun I, In hell -fl.'.2A
tripe, yellow and rose
Printed sslln rrepe, plnU, blue ind green.

up

i

I

hue

three sepárate

UK

M IIMIMIsr

el.AO

per yard.

OUR

The New Millinery
lES
IS HANDSOME ItKlOMI

COSTUMES.

ilvirm that permeates Hie mdel.
V
Invite your Inspection of these authoritative models. rniiKlnit In price from

SSIg

DRESSY

lines

at these epular prices. They Include nearly eery
fabric or weave Hint Is desirable for waisis. skirts,
dresses, aulla or
us plain color fancy weaves.
novelty mixtures, Iwo nnd three lone checks and

I)tlnctly

$20

THE DRESS GOODS AISLE

You will find an unrivalled variety uf Ihe most ef,
feetive combinations.
special mention are
A few of those deserving
our suitings at It, lü." and $ l.r.O per yard.

All

OUR NEW FANCY SILKS

con-wid- er

I

entire new lino of veils and velllnus

IN

IIIPTION.

Millinery opening days are a thlmc of history with the
Hie
Economist, hut the t hoh ost of nil that is styllali
modes that eomhlnn rlshl slyle with art are Ijp Islity rep.
dioomy
handpallors
an
our
ami
the
in
heautlful
resented
some creations nre much more comforldtdy and satisfactorily studied niiüt from the crowd nnd Jostle Incident
to the formal ooenlnir day.
A strotiK feature lust now Is the dally arrival of our
smart tailored hats. These are luautlliil In hoth artlstle
lines and the rich eolotitias that characterize the season's
fashionable outer near for women.

VI

I KK

Ml

Si

ri

BLACK GOODS SECTION

is our special pride, and It is atwavs complete and
up to the mliiule. If there Is any thing special that
you desire In black. It Is to be found here.

Suiting Effects in Black.
Hulling effects In checks nnd stripes sre In gres
we have them upward from

demand this season
II per yard.

Voiles in Blacks and Shades.

fr

light weight
Voiles are still Hie favorites
gowns and this scus..h we have them tu great vaplain. The
fancy
also
etc..
riety of
plaiits. stripes,
prices am from II. on lo !.:.u per ysrd

Skirt Section
II II IM I I I, OF

INTtlllXT.

I'ANAM A PI. AUK MODUS Panama Skirt;
black, hltui i.r blown, with the very nuwesl
tlaie effect, trimmed with battens and slraps
or bottom Mil,
a.voo
t
HIP Til I MM ID PAN AMA Panama pkirti
black, blue or brown, with effective
nip
ti learning of Imtons and straps a faultlessly
afl.M)
mil. oed. shapely smart model
NMV
i ni Nt ll
MUI I s Ercnch Voile
Skirt, in a range of new fall color; wide and
narrow Inrfeta folds around the bottom the
acme of refined eleaaiu e at
n.AO
I.ORH ( Itll ION (l I S Skirt of the
popular chirron voile, showing new gore
flare; also romes In plaited designs, trimmed
either with silk bauds or tucks
$.00
TRIMMID VOII.K MODKI.M Skirt ut
celleni Imported votle, sit her panel or plaited
style, elabórale with silk folds In entirely
new effect
ft!.A
M.W IIKKNMV M)V;l TIES Skirt of extra
nuallty French Voile, exirit full dressy effect,
Impressively
trlinnieit with silk bands and
fobls of Vulla.. ,
flS.INJ

aix
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of tvest'errr TexaV-am- f
New
eastern
;
Mexico, and H. II. Holt, of La Cruces.
i
.'
i
The defense trarrerrreiented by Whar
SOCORRO
WILL
ton & l.avsn. of this citv. W. V.
Gatewood, of Hoswell. was In the case
last year, and was here, for n" fe,'
days at the opening 0f court this
term, but he did not appear In the
CAUSING
case. Tom Pridemore, who at the
time of the wholesale stealing by the
Leslies from the Block ranch outfit,
HELP WANTED
Female
was foreman for theTSInck people, end
who shortly after had reason to take
ALAi.lDGORDG
Apprentice
WANTED
girls
for millia trip Into Mexico, and who, consenery and dressmaking. Miss C. P.
quently, could not be brought into
Crane, 612 N. Second street. Phone
court as a witness, was present when
944.
court opened on the 2d Inst. As the
Personal Property Loans
WANTED Kitchen girl. Mrs,. Hum-mol- l,
Leslie claimed all through their tesUnwritten Law Plea Fails to timony
Gem City People Are Preparing
222 W. Silver ave.
that he had given them the SINHALESE AND AFRICAN.
privilege of killing the wild cattle
Chambermaid; one livSave'Silverio Duran From 20 running
FLESH EATERS IN CONFLICT
in the mountains, It was prefor the Time of Their Lives WANTED
ing at home preferred. Cralge Hosumed he came as a witness for the
tel,
avenue.
Silver
tf On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Years in the Territorial Peni defendants, although the records In
During Three Days' Celebra- WANTED Experienced lunch coun-- . Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Salaries and Warehouso Receipts, bjs
the case showed that no process had Curious Family Complications
'
ter girl. Merchants Cafe.
v
tentiary.
ever been issued by either side for
low as $10.00 and aa high as $150.00.
tion,
f
WANTED
cofik
family.
for
Woman
small
him as a witness.
in the Big Wild West and Far
Apply 600 Loans are quickly made and strictly
Oond wagea.
No washing.
Sensational Cintrare In 0cn Court.
private. Time: One month to one
North 4th or phone 811.
Things moved smoothly until the
FAMOUS CATTLE RUSTLING
Socorro county's fair will open next WANTED Girl for general housework; year given. Goods to remain In your
East Circus Which Plays in Saturday,
defense called Tom Pridemore to the.
September 28,: in a blaze or small family; good wages. ' Apply morn- posfcesalon. Our rates aro reasonable.
witness stand. He failed to respond.
glory
is confidently expected to ings. J. I.e Clarke, M West Huma ave- Call and see us before borrowing.
wMei
CASE GOES TO TRIAL Then
Albuquerque Today.
the records were referred to
'
keep right on blazing for three whole nue.
tf Steamship tickets to and from all
and It was discovred he had never
parts of the world.
days in which will be crowded a (lrst WANTED A saleswoman In millinery
been subpoenaed. The defense claimed
program.
Big circulars
THE HOU8EHOLD LOAN CO.'
have
at the Eoonomta'..
I he
Leslies Convicted on the they understood the prosecution had Have you ever seen representatives class
Rooms S and 4, Grant BIdg.
been distributed all over central Nev
to
housework
Issued process for him, and after Rome of almost every nation and every race Mexico, telling of what Is to be ex- WANTED Girl for general
with children; no cooking nor washPRIVATE OFFICES.
Charge of Wholesale Cattle little display of elouuence on the part and people on the earth eating in a pected aM the outlook for a good ing.astlstApply
1012 W. Central.
OPEN EVENINGS.
of J. K. Wharton, the defendants' at- single enclosure, at a single
table, time Is very favorable. The program
303H West Central Avenue
In
torney.
away
an
to
explain
effort
Stealing
After Principal Wit
from the same kind of food?
offered Includes the following as set
,
WANTEDMiscellaneous
their remissness In not properly
If you haven't you have missed the forth by the circular:
bringing
Into
court,
this
witness
the
LOST AND FOUND
sight
your
(t
Is
life,
sight
a
of
Aids
and
Pa loon ascension "and parachute WANTED
ness
Territory's Case, court ordered a subpoena Issued for to seen, you
Partner in established
.
be
if
can Induce the
drop.
amount
dressmaking
small
business;
the lost witness. In a short time the
of the Pawnee Kill Wild West
LOST A bicycle from Postal TelePiggest base ball games of the sea- capital required. M. V. M., Journal.
ifficers found the gentleman; he was and Far East show to let you get a son by the crack teams.
( orrromlenre
Morning Journal.)
graph company office. Return to
stylish
desiring
Ladies
WANTED
tescourt,
Into
to
haled
but
refused
.Alumogordo, X. M., Kept. 21. The
811 E. Gold ave. and receive reward.
glimpse of the Interior of the great
Horse races, like those that made
dressmaking
or
tailored
millinery,
terdefendants,
tify
for
the
and
the
regular September term of the district
mess tent where the six hundred peo- Kentucky famous.
N. FOUND Sterling bicycle at railroad
court for Otero county, which con- ritory put him on In rebuttal. He ple wKo are with the show are fed.
Bronco busting, where they don't suits, call on Miss C. P. Crane, 512
crossing In Barelas; color green;
Major Llllie and his big circus ar- chaw leather, but ride the largest Second street. Phone 944.
vened In this city on the second In- made a strong witness for the terriwheel in good condition.
Owner can
Experienced seamstress. obtain
stant, with Judge Kdward A. Mann on tory. This action on the part of rived in Albuquerque early yesterday number of outlaw horses ever in one WANTED
e,
same by applying to T. A.
Monday morning. Madam Proudflt,
the bench, ha been devoid of any Pridemore aroused the (re of the de morning from Santa Fe, and pitched corral.
Justice of the peace, 1323 Barelas
sensational proceedings, ulbeit the fendants and their attorney, as they tya Viler tonta at tVia enittVt i n il of tho
Trap shooting by New Mexico's best room No. 10, Grant building.
road.
court officials have been very busy had been expecting great things from j pareias Htl.pet onr iinei where per- - shots.
PoBitlon by young man stenog- LOST A bunch of keys. Finder please reWANTED
and Judge Wharton openly ac formances will be given this aftermen and a considerable
Cock fights, like the palmy days of
of handling correspondamount of Tom.
eapalile
rapher;
turn to Mrs. Frank Delaney, Garcia Buildwork has been accomplished. The ab- cuseil some of the'lnterested witnesses noon and tonight. The first tent set Mexico.
ence; can furnish Rood references; stranger ing, Fifth and Central avenue.
up
buying
of
prosecution
this
for
the
O., Journal.
sence of the ladles from the court
on was the mess tent, and the sight
Jubilee singers you may never hear In city. Addrpss H.
room has been noticeable,- - as the open witness, both as a side remark In the Is one not soon to be forgotten. At again.
UreRsmaklng and plain sewing.
WANTED
In
to
room
his
address
the
court
and
own
of
our
sessions here generally draw large authe long tables are Indians
M8 E. Iron.
Miners' drilling contest.
HELP WANTED
Male
No names were mentioned. American kind. Africans from the
diences. It seems the present term jury.
Indian sports and big exhibit the WANTED Helper fur kitchen, Apply Sun- was narrowly jungle, Hindoos, Turks,
has Interested no one save those per- That night a set-t- o
goods.
Arabians
real
Hospital.
ta Fe
sonally concerned, along with the us- averted at the saloon, both parties be- Russians, all of the curious people
Big agricultural
nnd mineral ex- WANTED Painting or rough carpenter WANTFD Young man as assistant
ing present and both expecting a little from the outlands, each one With a hibits and lots of other
bookkeeper. Apply at Economist.
ual hangers-on- .
too
by competent man.
attractions
Address H.
work
scrap might be pulled off. This fight different system of Rretting his food numerous to mention.
WANTKD Grocery clerk. Address Box 138,
Saloon Men ('might.
Rand. 731 8. llroadway.
your
)
course,
as
hearsay,
is
of
talk,
City.
The grand turv was secured the first
Inside of him and each one apparently
preWANTED Competent cook, colored
day and was In session Just six days. correspondent has no direct Informa- as anxious to get rid of it as quickly
Local People Going to Socorro.
WANTED Cloud man for grocery wagon;
80
W. Tijeras avenue.
ferred.
to
carried
the
only
tion;
tales
the
write, with reference and experience. Box
Joe
loE.
K.
peirhbor.
Sheridan,
of
Sid.
as Ms
J'arker, of this city, was the
the Santa Fe
W A N T ED Empty b&gs at Ttahn's' Coal 138.
police
cal
force,
a
has
people
foreman. In all, nineteen indictments courthouse by those who were present
with
the
Pawnee
All
from
of
the
returned
yard.
were returned, one for assault to it the sa'oon. After being out eigh- Pill show eat in the common mes business trip to Socorro, atid he stated WANTED Lmoer teams to haul lumber WANTED At once, ratchet setter
and
men for loading lumber, also cooks, small
murder, one for assault with a deadly teen hours, the jury returned a verdict tent except a band of twelve Africans yesterday that Socorro would send to
DoIn
our
Cochltl
from
Canon
mill
'o
of
good wages; waitresses and chamweapon, four for flourishing deadly of guilty, with the recommendation
from the bush of rentral Africa, They the territorial fair over 300 people, mingo, 22 mil's: good roads and good wa- families:
bermaids.
Colburn's
Employment Agency,
weapons in settlements, and thirteen the members for the court's clemency. are Inclosed in a little separate room and that the (era City; wanted to ter. Address
Domingo Lumber Co., Thorn- 109 W.
.
Silver
Immediately
his
filed
Judge
Wharton
'
have the largest representation at the ton, N. M.
for violation of the Sunday law. These
hangs a tale.
therebv
and
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years of age.
fair from adjacent cities, i
last thirteen Indictments caught the motion for, a new trial, which will
Frliiilmis War .Starts.
WANTED
Position ns governeHS by young
American Lumber Company.
the next
"Everybody I met was boosting for
flesh caters. Not
lady, or will take class in literature, muare
merchants at Cloudcroft. It is thought probably be argued within
Africans
The
they will come in before the term few davs. This .motion will in all cinnibals. although one or two of both the territorial and Socorro fairs, sic (piano and string Instruments), elocu-,io- WANTED A
unmarried men be- tween the ages of 21 and 30; cltisens of
overruled by Judge them are said to have been cannibals and the Albuquerque exhibit nnd rep(lancing, physical cutture, etc; best
closes this week and plead guilty and probability beattorneys
United
States, of good character and tem
not engaged in before Ma lor Llllie brought them to resentation is expected to be very
C22
(Inverness,
Address
take the minimum fine of $5, with Mann, as th'
perate habits, who can read, speak and
costs, which will make It considerably the case declare there are no errors the I'nited States. Put they Insist on large at the Socorro county fair," said Mavetirk Rtreet, flnn Antonio. Texas.
Knguan.
write
For Information apply to
the
In
sentence
what
the record. Just
lighter on them financially than any
eating their meat raw. Peef is given Mr. Sheridan.
Jtecruiting Officer, IOS E. Central avenue,
defendants will receive Is as yet a to them In chunks, which they tear
Among the Albuquerqueans who will
SALE
FOR
Real
other move they cun make. The evi query.
Estate
M. M.
Aiouquergue.
Judge Mann is, as a rule, severe apart with their hands and eat with attend the Socorro fair are Perfecto
dence is strong against them.
Boy, between
14 and 16. at
on cattle and horse thieves, yet he al- the red blood dripping from it. They Armiji) and family, Klfego Haca and FOR SALE Five-roohouse, mod- WANTED
I'lcads I nurlttcii Law.
American Lumber Company.
rec- ways
the
consideration
into
takes
per
ern,
A.
family,
E.
Sedlllo
A.
$35
family,
Dr..
month. Address
and
seem to enjoy it immensely.
in the case of the territory vs. Sil
WANTED
Stokers at the gas plant. Apply
verlo Duran, indicted for killing Jose Kimemndatlon of the. Jury for elemPut there are people with the Paw- Messrs. Thomas and Frank Hubbell, N. Wilson, 417 S. Arno.
m ine ma riant,
4 roomed house. 4 M ft. lots,
Zamora last November, the trial con ftlicy.
whose sensitive nerves M. C. Ortiz and family, and several FOR SALE
nee
show
Pill
A certain
WAMhiij
atoccupy
the
A few civil cases will
number of boarders
hundred others.
chicken house, fences, garden lot, etc.,
sumed two days, and was fought by
cannot stand the flesh eating performpay your fixed expenses; every one above
few days, ance three times a day, and chief
Jl.tuo. Piirterflold Co., 210 W. Oolrt.
the defense at every step. Duran was tention of the court for a will
paya you a profit; you can alnumner
mat
anbe
die
adjournment
sine
among these
Sinhalese,
FOIi HAI.K A four or five roomed houso, ways keep the number right by using the
are the
defended by Judge Hyron Sherry and when
clear-eye- d
straight-featurewith stable and orchard.
Address Guada- want columns of the Morning Journal.
H. H. Major, both of this city, while nounced.
men
disin
court
this
next
of
term
The
de Chaves, Ranchos de Atris-c.Mark H. Thompson, the district attorREAR lupe N.(avaldon
from Ceylon, who before they came LITTLE
M.
ney, of I.as Cruces, was ably assisted trict will be held at Lincoln, com- with Pawnee Pill were tea merchants.
FOR RENT
Dwellings
FOR SALE Two cottages and four corner
by 11. H. Holt, also of Las Cruces. In mencing the first Monday in October. These latter are Buddhists and they
term called by Judge abhor flesh. of any kind ns food, and
lots, cheap.
Klnster's Cigar Factory.
this case Duran claimed the protection This is a special
FOK
KENT
to
Four
eight
room houses
up
of the unwritten law, declaring Zamo- Mann for the purpose of cleaningbusi- above al! raw flesh. The Africans
FOK BALE A five room house, also an
modern.
W. H. McMilllon, Kcul Estate
house, iatter furnished or
eight
room
w about six months
ra had
his wife; but the Jury the civil docket. No criminal pre- came with the
iiroKer211 West Cold Avenue.
PRIDE
both modern; close In; cheap this
did not seem to see It in that light ness will be considered, and it is
igo. Thev demanded their meat raw, .
room house, moiíérn, $25 'per
week; also two seated carriage, nearly new. FOR RENT
the term will not last over a and
lie allowed to sit oh the
they
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1863. I drove a stage In and out of
Kanta Va for eighteen vears. without
missing but one trip. The number of

'.Hi 'Mrs
1

.

miies I have driven couldn't be fig- ured ud on pacer enough to cover the
territory of New Mexico, for I have
driven from Kansas City to r.i raso,
Texas,
from Santa Fe to Salt Lake
WILL ARRIVE FROM EAST
City, from Trinidad, Colorado to Lead- ville; in fact, I have driven a siage
ON THE OPENING DAY more miles than could be figured ui
with a carload of lead pencils.
in the- There is not an
not
does
valley
that
Gra.nde
Rio
whole
Executive Ready to Make a
know Old Sandy, the stage driver, and
yeafrs I
for the last fourteen
Vigorous .Fight in Cause of now
have been driving the students up and
the hill to the university and
Statehood
Corrects State- down
back, and I have nevetf Injured one of
them. I don't thipk my record can on
ments of Arizona Newspapers broken. Yours, truly,
L. C. WARDWELU

PYROGRAPHY WOOD,

ADVANCE1'

F.

'

Burning Outfits,
EXTRA BULBS,

SALE

LANKETS

We are displaying en exceptionally fine
line

these gumía and now

ii f

la

the time

tu make your holiday, (election

while

the stock is complete.

We have placed on

Ill

LOME-I-!
PROMISED

10

Wool

Blankets

in

BEATS

HOLE

HOUSTON GO.

205 West Central Avenue.

Color

204

.

IS MiSlECORD

J.

F.

i

W. Go Id J
Invitations Out for Ceremonial
Session to Take' Place Monday of Fair Week.

AT

"We've got the goods this time. All
ready for delivery. Right In line with
Noble Hubbs' $00,000,000 attractions.
"Fearful forced marches together
g
demonstrations.
with
Gorgeously garbed gyrations galore
In the priceless, peerless, unparalleled
production, the dance of the seven
snails, Tletzel (in costume).
Ballut Abyad Saenergehor. Excerpts
from the latest dazzler "The Man and
the Can."
Dervish ReciOriental Mysticism!
tations! Feast of Dates. Music bj
liallut Abyad Rubber band.
law
Kxpeuonding of unwritten
(Medler). Alone worth the money.
Remember the Nobles The fee Is
but $50, so don't feel any dellcac
about asking the recorder for petitions.
Visiting Shrlners are always welcome to our oasis but they must
have the white card.
"Ballut Abyad bids you come,
All day long from eleven.
And help us make things fairly hum
Monday. October seven."
Your wife probably
Cheer Up.
thinks you are much better off than
you think she wants you to think that
she thinks you are. Think this ovei.
A stag for this time only!
Kg
be
Selamu Alelkum: Peac
unto you (Novices barred on this).
THOMAS N. WILKKRSON,
Potentate.
HARRY BULLARD, Recorder.

i

EII6IIIEER
LOSE

I

Albuquerque Has a Veteran
Stage Driver Who Has Been
Handling the Ribbons Since

KITCHEN UTENSILS,

CUTLERY,

AMMUNITION.

pnpPF Cedl Up Telephione 789

Whenever you want jour Preaerlntions rilled promptly and accurately or
If you want DRUGS and MEDICINES sent up to yur bous In a lurry.

)
THE PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

203

West

Central

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

Avenue

BLUE FRONT.

A

PAIR

pair

IJB

FURNITURE,
DRAPERIES

riveted around thumb, straight top
with V extension at wrist, This
glove is built for rough wear. The

.

pair

CARPETS

MENi
'
il!

We place on

50c

TELEPHONE LINEMAN
IS BADLY HURT
l'VII

From l'olo mill Keoolvetl Brokon
Ijt-und Arm.

order-Thoma-

1856,

W. Central Ave.

as-

LADIES' CORSETS.
Ladies' F. P, Military Form corsets, made of fine Alexandria cloth,
full bias gore, well boned, high In
bust, Elongo hips, lace trimming at
the top with ribbon insertion; hose
supporters over abdomen and hips,
This is one of the best fitting cor$1.00
sets made, Each

Cold

Cream, Violets, White Rose

and

standard

CHILDREN'S SLEEPING GARMENT

con-

Bouquet,

Palm and Olive, Witch Hazel, Car-

Butttermilk.

These are

soaps and are never sold for less,
than 10 cents.

Our special price

for this week only is, the

GLOVE.

S Second

nation, Heliotrope, Oatmeal,

sists of Harvest Honey,

WORK

'205

!;

Ladies' Armorside Corsets, latest
shape straight front, lace edging
with ribbon insertion at top, 5 hooks
This is the corset that never breaks
down on the side, The best corset
made for the price, Each ..$1.00

regular price. The assortment

cake.. 5c

Men's unlined gauntlet gloves,
made of oil tanned calfskin, 4 Inch
leather gauntlet, welted and Jrim-me- d
seams,' A good strong glove
and will give good wear, pair $1.00

This Is the time of year that the
children take cold by getting the
bed covering off during the night,
Sleeping garments prevent this as
they cover. and protect the entire
body.
Children's gray ribbed cotton
sleeping garments for children from
1

to 8 years of age. Each.

Phone

D.

i.

BOATRIGiT,

Our

fall

Styles In Men's Clothing

1013.

Fatuous Itutllesltip Four.

John Spooner's Life Saved by The harmonious blending of human
In exquisite melody, blending
Albuquerque, Sept. 22.
Prompt Action of Physician voices
with the sweet strains of the violin
Editor Mornlngf Journul:
and the Ilute. The quartette singing
Dear Sir: I notice of late several
Train
Fe
on
Passenger
Santa
hits grown the most difficult and
paper
former
from
artlclfH In your
pleasing as well as harmonious. The
In
some
boast
stage drivers In which
Hatlleshlp Four Is the one tliut Is of
Hit Employe,
Which
men
have
these
records
the
made of
made In length of service and number
I do not
of miles they have covered. any
town
propose that Silver City or
In Arizona shall have the best of Akind,
for
lbuquerque In a matter of thl:
I live here and I am the oldest stage
I
have
west.
In
the
driver now living
been driving a stage nearly all the
r
1
I am still at it.
6
8
.
anil
time since
I begun to drive a stage in Wisconsin where I drove from l'nrnho to

IT IS

A HABIT
,f business men to speak of the conditions of business as of something quit,
ipart something- to observe and comment upon, like the weather, but not as
exercise a
sometaln over which theyIs good,
or Ii
personal control. Uuslness
Is dulf. or It Is slow, and the merchant
by
encouraged
the one
II Inclined to feel
condition and discounted by the other,
that he Is
without apiwarlns- to reullse
a more absoruler of his own affairs
emperor
uf his emany
Is
lute ruler than
pire.
merchants, of
The drifters among
viursa, scarcely rule their affairs they
illow the ÍTalrs to rule them. Thev
the value of a good locution for a
itore or enterprise: the value of many of
hut they
he essentials In slor. making
mngltie that with other things In their
g
"aviar they can save money on the adver-Islnrampalgn ty using hulf as much
ipace ss s competitor unes, tsklng hi'.,
much trouble as he takes to make his
Overusing brimful of salesmanship, snd
In short
y lining the cheapest mediums.
'uck Is a eornerstons In the structure of
heir business hopea

John Spooner, the Santa Fe bridge
engineer, who was struck by the Chicago limited on the Klo Puerco bridge
at Hluewater, N. M., may lose his left
leg. The physicians at the Santa Fe
hospital stated lat night that Spoon i
was resting as well as could be expected, but that he was still suiTorlna
from the shock.
On account of his left leg being so
badly crushed, it is believed that th.V.
member will have to be amputated,
although the attendants at the hospital could not state whether the operation had been decided on.
Dr. Wallace Pyle of Jersey City, IV.
J who was a passenger on Xo. 4, en
route o El Paso from California, attended to Spooner's Injuries and iy- cording to the train crew, but for
skill and attention, the Injured
would have died before the lim
ited arrived here.
en-ne- er

IDEAL OPERA COMPANY

sterling worth that combines stnglng
and comedy. They have always re
tained their popularity by their up
offerings. They are not only
vocalists of rare merit, but sino,
equally as well as comedians. Their
offering for this season Is of an enll
tirely new character, and said to
all of their previous minstrels at
Klks" theater Friday night.
te

ex-ce-

Healthy kidneys filter the Impurities from
the blood, and unless they do this good
Foley's Kidney Cur
health Is Impossible.
makes sound kidneys and will positively curs
all forms of kidney and bladder disease. It
a'rengthens lha whole syttetn. i. H. O'RIelly

"Fortune Seekers"
Cnslno

Hit at the
1ever í'oinimny (oca lo

Ka Mu I V

for Four

Mnl.es a
ApiM-aruncc-

--

com-blne-

--

Miss Paynter
POritTII

KT.

CIGARS

law.

It Is the fact.

Just now giving more attention to any other part of your business
..,,.
rH t
advertising let us
i,.,
thit, ynu reverse that condition
nd yd' store will take
foe e ahile-a sudden Imnp forward.'
yo'u or

CELEBRATED
MAKES.

STICK

STEIN

BL0CH MAKE, COSTING NO

TO IT THAT YOU

WILL

HAVE

OTHER BRAND FOR THERE ARE NONE "JUST AS GOOD."

I

and

$15,

m

Th New Par Food anel Dnir Law,
Ws are piense to annnunra that Foley's
ftonev and Tar for eoushs. eolds and hint
trouhles Is not affected hy ths Natlonnl Purs
law as II enntalns no opines
Food and
or other harmful (truss, and w reeummend
It as a safe remedy for children and adulta.
3. H. Cftlilly Co.

LEARN ABOUT BOYS'
SAM

AND YOUTH'S

CLOTHING.

INSIST ON SEEING THE

PECK GUARANTEED BRAND OF BOYS' SUITS

AND OVERCOATS

$5.00 and $6.00
We
of

carry a fine line
Cigars

and

To-

HOUSES

OUR

CUSTOMERS.

Try our brands and
we will "make you a

customer.

The Monarch Grocery Co.

'307 W. Central

Ih-u-

Phone 60.

Ave.

STAND

OUR

bacco.

mer-htn- t.

tli--

NO

.

118 S.

even-ling-

!f

MORE THAN OTHER

On.

MILLINERY
FASHION
PRICES TO SUIT ALL

THE

CLOSES ENGAGEMENT

closed Its engagement nf the CiiKlno
last night, presenting "The Fortune
Seekers," the cleverest kind of u little
musical comedy, chock full of amusing situations and with plenty of
bright nuislc. While "The Fortune
Seekers" Is of a distinctly lower order
musically than the other operas In the
company's large repertoire. It la clever
's
;and fasttnd makes n first rute
Link seems often to decide some
.entertainment. The company w is
hliiKS. but It does not decide races be
jat Its best last night and every mem-- :
'ween stores.
ber was In the spirit of the fun. The
I. uck Is a fickle anddess and should
lloston Ideal Opera company Is far
e wooed with persistence und she Is
and away the best organization of Its
optureri oftener with printers' Ink thsn 'kind that has ever appeared here, and
lib all other means and methods
It Is unfortunate that cool weather h is
made It necessary for It to close It
at the Casino R w"M ear-- i
'store lu'li Is a myth, hut what passes engagement
Her than hud been expected. The
'or It Is within easy reach of any
company will leave tomorrow morning
newspaper
publicity
Adequate,
an h tve but one logical result for a
for Santa Fe, where they will a.rn ar
II
tora uro Hi. prosperity, prospects.
for four performances.
s

HAVE ARRIVED.

n

--

..40c

Children's heavy gray flat fleece
lined sleeping garments, good and
thick, This is an extra good garment and is generally sold for more
money; according to size, each..
60c, 70c, 80c

Men's Saranac Railroad Gauntlet gloves, drab buck palm,- thumb
and forefinger gun cut, reinforced
thumb, pearl color grained leather
back and gauntlets, Steam proof,
$1.25
The pair

Men's heavy white buckskin
glovesi.'made from extra heavy Indian tarjned buckskin, full outscam
back and fingers, double piece and

While working on a telegraph pole
A.
Charles
afternoon,
Saturday
Thomas, a lineman employed py tne
Colorado Telephone company, fell ami
received Injuries that will lay him up
for many weeks. After falling from
the Dole. Thomas managed with the
assistance of friends to get to hit
home at .215 North Seventh street.
by a physician
An examination
proved that his rlfftit leg was dislocated and one of his arms budly fractured, besides other minor Injuries,
which caused tho physician to
to St. Joseph's hospital.

sale this week an

sortment of toilet soaps at half the

Indian tan buckskin palm and
thumb," buck split back and top
band, spring fastener, California cut
with seams on back of fingers,
welted and, trimmed seams; an A1
glove, the pair
$1.00

W. Central Ave.

308-31- 0

COMBINATION

.$1.25

-

SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK ONLY.

Men's heavy work glove, made of
heavy drab color fire and. water
proof tanned rawhide, welted seam,
waxed thread sewed, double piece
on thumb, wide band and one snap
fastener on back of wrist. Strongly
made, The greatest glove on earth
for rough wear, The pair -- ...75c

AND

117

FOE RACKE

'

Albert Faber

-

-

-

r

Men's unlined work gloves, fireproof tannage, wide leather band
top with gore at wrist, string fastener, a soft, pliable glove, colors,
black, yellow or olive green; the

mud-walkin-

WILL

HARNESS AND SADDLES,

MEN'S WORK GLOVES.

$5.00

"Low Fare High Time" isone or
the several legends adorning the cover
of the circular Invitation Issued by
Ballut Abyad Temple of the Mystic
Shrine for the ceremonial session to
be held in Albuquerque, Monday, October 7th, the opening day of the territorial fair. The Propregram and invitation contains many of those little remarks and words of advice distinctive of the Shrine, from which
the following are a few choice selec-tion-

BRIDGE

ENAMELED WARE,

White, Grey and Tan

EOS

S

Pair 11x4

STOVES AND RANGES,

B

.

100

First, Bet. Central and Copper Aves.

Hardware and Ranch Supplies

OF

Sale

N.

115-11- 7

TUBING and NEEDLES.

old-tim- er

Governor Curry will return to Santa
Fe this morning after spending a very
buiy day In Albuquerque. During the
day the governor entertained a long
line of business men, politicians and
friends, who called on him at the'
was guest at a dinner party
at the hotel last night and later in
the evening Joined a party of friends
at the Casino. During the day a conference was held wit"h the officers of
the fair association, and at Its close
the governor announced that he would
spend the entire week of the fair in
Albuquerque. His secretary will come
here from Santa Fe and the execu-tl- v
office, for the week of the annual, carnival will be transferred to
this city. Governor Curry will leave
the end of the present week for St.
Louis, where he will Join President
Roosevelt on his trip down the Mississippi.
"I do not know exactly how long
I will be In the east." said Governor
Curry last night, "but at the latest I
will be able to reach Albuquerque by
' the evening of Monday, October 7, and
will spend the rest of the week here.
"I believe," continued the governor,
"that the time has come for New Mexico to make a vigorous effort to gain
admission to the union, and I am
ready to lend every effort of mine to
that end. I want, in this connection,
however, to correct a statement which
I have een In the newspapers of Arizona In connection with the Btatehood
question. It was stated at the time
President Roosevelt's letter was made
public in Arizona. In which he announced his position on the joint
statehood Issue, that at the same time
the president had written to me to
take, up the work in this terrlory for
statement,
This
single satehood.
which appeared in several newspapers
no basis
in Arizona, has absolutely
whatever. The president has at no
governor
of New
time since I became
Mexico, rfddressed a word of any kind
to me on the question of statehood,
or in any way intimated what his
views may be."
The governor believes that the territory's present phenomenal development and growth in population warrants a new and more vigorous effort
to obtain admission and that the time
is ripe for the effort.
During the day Governor Curry respecial invitations from the
ceived
traveling men and the Knights of
Pythias to attend their separate conventions. The traveling men's invitation was presented by Mr. Seymour
Lewlnson, of the arrangements committee, for the traveling men's reunion. The governor has accepted
both invitations.

23J 1907.

BACK OF EACH GUARANTEE AND WE

PROTECT

THE, ALBUQUERQUE
tt

vi

ñ'

the vice which It condemned
aa an offense not so much against social order and efficiency as against
righteousness-angodliness.- - It branded the user of Intoxicants as a crim-

MORNING JOURNAL,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

23, 1907'.

disabled, Mr. Rockefeller now goes that Ingle statehood Is for New Mexico
to the office and attends to if it shall be our good fortune to obtain
if." Now read that over and see If it
business
folks. It is" said conveys any
.
different Idea. El Paso
that his salary and perquisites now Heraldi';
amount to only two million dollars a
Published, by the
Clean Xp. t
ina, and did not try merely to con- month, and that being the case he
We have had Just enough typhoid
Journal Publishing Co.
vince him that ho ought to surrender realizes the importance of.giving a litfever in Alamwgordo to warn us that
an undoubted personal right for the tle attention to the matter of keeping conditions
are not all that they should
President sake of promoting the larger good of the wolf from the door.
D. A. MACPtlERSOJi
be for the protection of the health of
Editor.
THE BREAD BAKER.
W. 8. BURKS
the publl: at large. One of the princiCity Kdltur. the community.
H. B. HEN I.SUV
expal
If not the only source, 01
This
from
the
Rochester
Herald,
sources.
p.
Manager.
Baalneae
ICKLLT
HAHCX'S
It is the growth of this more ra- presses
the opinion on the public land typhoid fever can be traced to the
Order it the next time you
tional spirit which distinguishes the
question
by a ditches that Irrigate the trees on our
which Is entertained
the
matter
at
Bn tared aa second CUM
streets.
new
need flour.
know
We
prohibition
In
agitation
one
of
ditch
from the large portion
Bostofflce at Albuquerque. N. If, under act
of the people: "The particular, and doubtless there are
old. The leaders In the movement In
Conaraa of March S. UTt.
public will approve the policy of the many like it. that has not been
the south are not "the Pharasees and
for over two months and Is
THE MONMNO
JOl BAL M TIIK the Puritans." They are not trying to interior department In continuing its cleaned
now almost filled with a stagnant and
Í FAIlINO KhKTHI H AN PAPER Or KV
In
put
to
western
efforts
putrlfying mass of green scum, which
UK O, .. I'POKTINO TIIK PKINCIPI.KH make people sober In order to fulfill
OF THK HfcPIBI.lOAN PARTÍ Al l. TIIE any abstract Ideals of personal virtue. Jail, and also In bringing suits to re- being 'thoroughly soaked one day Is
TIMK. AND TIIK MKrilOIIM OP THE
they'stole.
cover the land
That ought dry the next and with the sun's rays
the use of to follow, naturally."
FAUTV WHEN TUKV AKK They do not condemn
converting the moisture into germ
MtiHT.
liquors as In itself a sin. They only
laden vapor, It Is a wonder that we
warit to protect society against the
Is the unklndest cut of all, and have not had more typhoid than wt
Here
paper
la
Larger rtrealatloa Ihaa any ether
few Isolated cases.
by the Louisville have in the
Ka
Meilrw. Th Mir paper la New Mealca abuses of the liquor traffic in com- It Is administered
News.
,
laeeea) tttrr day la Iba year.
Courier-JournaIn
l:
a
is
It
which
munities
wholesale
"This thing of
always good.
breeder of demoralization and lawless- speaking of Alton B, Parker as the
Plenty of Boom.
a
"The Morning Joernal hua a Bichar
It Is high time that the' brewers and
rating than la nrrcrdcd a any other ness. If It were possible to retain the 'defunct candidate,' Is insulting. Judge
paper la Albuquerque or any other daily la right to buy and use liquors without Parker Is just as much of a presiden- distillers of the country view with
alarm the vote In Oklahoma in favor
New Mail." Tha Ameritan Newspaper 1I- Chase & Sanborn Teas
inviting crime and lowering economic tial probability ps he was when he of prohibition. The water wagon is
raetary.
efficiency, the southern states would was the nominee."
carrying several states at present and
and Coffees, known
there is plenty of room provided for
TERMS OF
not readily abandon the convivial and
everywhere
as the very
a
to
political
A
announces
nation.
entire
Tucson
orator
the
Star.
at
year.
Dally, by mall, on
In advance.. IS.
companionable traditions which ColoDally, by carrier, un m.ar.a
sees
public
breathless
he
the
that
best.
Dally, by mull, on mcoLI
.it nel Wat terso n has so feelingly eulo daws of an octopus. And the BrookThe Perennial.
may still
gized.
Tho south's heart
The man who annually predicts a
lyn
says:
Eagle
"Let the miscreant terrible hard winter Is putting in his
NEW MEXICO warm to those
ALBUQUERQ'.'B
traditions, but its head
rejectsjqhem as. on the whole, unsuit-e- d be dragged to Oyster Bay at once. appearance. Springer Stockman.
octopuses
.MAKING A ÍX)XSTITITI()X.
to the new political, social and In There he will learn that
"
,
All in Xow.
any
got
haven't
claws."
dustrial order. Prohibition has beSince United States Marshal Daniels
In opiinsinK the proposition to call come expedient because the economic
has readjusted his personal Interests
Steamsnip lines nre keeping busy, and
together the delegates elected to a pressure for it is too strong to be repolitical views In accordance with
In
of
down
only
cutting
not
the time
the new policy of President Hoose-vel- t,
convention last year, sisted, and the southern people are acconstitutional
in Arizona Is against
and have them frame a constitution cepting it, with Its personal depriva- an ocean voyage, but in cutting down Joint everybody
statehood. Tucson Star.
for tha state of New Mexico, to be tions, for the sake of the benefits the cost of passage. A trip to Europe
ready for presentation in case congress which It promises to the community Is nt present about the only thing that
Death In the Forward Cars.
Is getting cheaper to the consumer.
(El Paso Herald.)
nivea us an enabling act, our neigh at large. In this spirit there Is no
There Is death in the forward cars.
bor of the Las Vegas Optic says his fanaticism, no odium theologlcum.
It Is not as bad to put the
After
come
to this,
all.
It
has
the man
DRUGGISTS.
oppoFltlon to ouch a course "is due to The sooth Is merely applying a system price of whiskey up a few cents a gal- who pays for a seat In athat
Pullman car Proprietor of Alvarndo Tharmacy, Gold
buys
a firm belief In tho utter useleusncf which It needs to insure order and lon as It Is to
best
kind
an
the
of
accident
in
reduce the quality in
Avenue antl Yn ntreet.
of anv such Catherine. Called to stlmululate progress, and is not to be order to make a greater profit at the surance with his ticket, while the man
Illelilnntl rhiirmary, Corner of East CenIn the smoker,
who
day
rides
the
gether without authority, its proceed moved from its course by Intimations old figures.
coach or the chair car too often buys, tral and Itrondwuy.
inga based upon no provision of law, that it Is dishonoring certain amiable
a ticket to his funeral.
Thus the right to live Is made con PARISIAN BEAUTY
its discussions can only be academic but now outgrown and handicapping
Pope Plus X., In- - an Important enPARLORS
tingent on ability to pay .extra.
and Its decisions without effect. It traditions and customs.
cyclical, says modernism Is a serious
The
railroads
using
have
been
tho
a
pleasant
may afford its members
danger to the church, a. synthesis of Pullman cars, with their stiff frame,
120 S. Fourth St.
field for debate upon subjects that
all heresy and must logically lead to nnd sound bodies, for a generation,
HKHZIAX WAVES IX WAH.
and their effectiveness ns a protection
some time may become of practical
atheism.
against serious accident to passengers
Officers of the United States navy
importance, but nothing It can do can
is well known. But the ordinary pas
state that the tests being arranged at
A New York report says a syndicate senger cars arc
have present value."
still being built on tho; Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter.
Newport
new
for
of
purpose
the
submarine
mine
the
been
formed
for
has
same old flimsy models,
while fot
That Is equivalent to an assumption
years
freight car has been
that it is necessary for np applicant invented by Stenffteben represent one taking over the 2(10,000,000 pounds of forcingtheIts steel
THE WM. FARR COMPANY,
way
into u.?e.
for statehood to procure the original of the initial steps of the Investigation copper on hand, to relieve the marTho old style passenger car Is
Wholesale and Retail
Is
on
the
bureau
of
carrying
ordnance
ket.
condemned, by the experience of DEALER IN FlttMII AND HALT MEATS
draft of its constitution In some parSausage a Specially
a generation. In almost nil wrecks the
ticular way, from Rome particular relative to future possibilities of exdeaths and serious injuries take place For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Marand submarine
source, whereas nothing could be fur- ploding torpedoes
in the forward cars, while the
Pull- -'
ket Prices Is Paid.
ther from the truth. There Is no law mlns from a distance by Herzlan
mans remain unharmed. Tho flimsy
waves.
wooden cars are splintered like cigar
to prevent the purchase of such a docboxes, roofs and sides nre ripped off,
Successful experiments abroad witument In the open mark I. It may be
the main constructive members are
by
nessed
naval
American
officers
any
a
framed by convention without
twisted and broken, nnd dozens or
authority, or It may be framed by the have prompted the navy department
scores of human beings nre crushed,
killed, maimed or burned.
;hm1 Suggestion.
humblest citizen of the tenilory upon to Investigate this question thoroughly
Governor Curry Is in favor of abol theIt is time steps were taken to stop
his own option, and if afterwards rati- and tti enter into negotiations with
murder and murder It Is, for the
the bureau of Immigration and passengers
fied In due and lawful mariner by the several French submarine mine ex ishing
nre consigned to these.
tt.Ml 111,, .li
trítono, to till' nevt li'tT- perts
to
to
submit
their
Inventions
the
people at the polls. It becomes to all
of the office of death traps with full knowledge of the
the
creation
islature
government
for examin- commissioner of immigration
iisk. congress snouiil enact
with
Intenta and purposes the constitu- I'nited States
n law
the model of tho car
tion, just ns much as though a con- ation. The British anil Japanese gov sufficient salary to enable the comto coupler alter
and
air brake laws, requiring
mlssloner to devote all of his time
ull
to
vention hail labored over it for a year, ernments are also looking Into the the
scrap the wooden cart
railroads
ti
work of attracting Immigration
replace them with steel cars for
and while taking care to see that the matter.
the territory. The governor believes antl
It is said by some authorities ,thnt that a trained newspaper man shoulc passenger service, a certain propordocument Is not at any point in contion of the old car3 to be retired each
time is approaching when subma- have the position, but that he should year.
the
of
law
of
fundamental
the
travention
be connected with any newspaper
not
exmay
torpedoes
be
rine
mines
and
beSteel cars are not an experiment.
the nation, congress will not go
published In the territory. The Idea Is
already In use on some
hind the returns to find out what par- ploded by an electrical apparatus n good one antl should be adopted If They are
A steel car with a rigid framo,
roads.
aboard ship before the ship comes any' Immigration work is to be done
ticular hand wrote It.
impossiDie 10 tete WHEN YOU
bv the territory.
Just now the railEAT BREAD
The only object, as we understand within harm's range. Kven ammuni roads
are doing good work and do not scope or crush under any familiar
It, In calling together
the delegates tion in the magazines of a battleshp appear to be in need of much assist- wreck conditions, actually weighs less
than the old style car, antl carrion
chosen at the former election, Is to may be endangered by the electrical ance. Santa Fe Eagle.
more people for the some exterior di- If It Is of our baking, you eat bread not
ave time; to have the draft of a con- waves unless some provisions are
mensions.
The cost Is little if any hides. Just buy one loaf of MUSTEK
Gallup to Improve Water Plant.
stitution ready for submission to the made ngaln.it them.
taxoavers of the town of Gallut, mine man ine out style cars, espt I.KOWN nnd notice the fine antl clime gruln
The
As secrecy is maintained at the navy are again to' say whether they wish toclnl!y when maintenance is taken into
people us soon as congress gives us
In roniparlKiin with some of the bragged
no details are obtainable Issue bonds and Itnprove the watct tmuuiu.
department
one,
not
to
adopt
authority
have
and
Such legislation ns Ihl.-- t Is absolutely nlMiut kinds.
town board has called
system.
The
TiiNtes better, too, nnd costs
process
as
to
how
affecting
the
of
far
to waste two or three months wailing
an election and will ask for a vote on necessary, and that the states' should
for a convention to do the work that explosives by electric waves has pro- a $20,000 bond isue. Should this Is- undertake to lower fares ljy force In no more per Inuf. Why not, then, eat
gressed or what the result of recent sue carry Gallup will be eventually tho the face of so many needs to Improve ÜI'STF.K BKOWX HKKADf
might Just as well be done now.
experiments has been. It is admitted, owner of what will bit one of the very the service is only another proof that
our system of choosing legislators
A I'KA i:iTL ItEVOI.niOX.
however, that experiments have be?n best water systems In New Mexico.
PIONEER BAKERY
The people responded favorably two needs revision.
out
carried
and
their
results
have
that
years ago to the election called by the
207 KO. FIRST RT
That "peace hath Its victories, no
not
old board and voted $10,000,
ACKNOWLEDGE IT.
less renowned than war." is again been surprising.
necessary
nearly enough to do the
23
demonstrated by the peaceful revoluwork, but enough to pay for the Albuquerque Has to Bow to the Incvl-Uthl- c
l) IillVAX MAX.
1 IIOliOK.lI-Blt- l
money
going
steadily
been
some
has
iui,
leave
splendid well nnd
tion that
Scores of Citizens
on hand and give Gallup the best wah
Colonel Ihtnlcls. editor of the
Prove It.
and not slowly, in the southern stntis
ltepubli-can- .
In
Gallup
territory.
ter
the
After reading the piflillc statement
News and Observer, while on n
of the union, for some time past. In
of this representative cücn of Albuthe matter of restricting the sale of tour to the north the other day, was
querque given below, you must com'
The Perfect Combination.
Only a little while ago. Interviewed In regard to his choice fo
to this conclusion: A remedy which J
Intoxicants.
Is
One of the questions of the hour
cured years ago, which has kept tho
In the
us the years are numbered, his hospi- democratic standard-beare- r
as to whether one and the same man
In good heulth since, can be
tality was one of the proudest boasts presidential contest of next year. Mr. can be expected to develop a mental- kidneys
relied upon to perform the same work
of the southern gentleman," and his Daniels Is national committeeman for ity that will make him nt once n great In other cases. Bead this:
Mrs. J. Hall, of 322 W. Hunlng
Idea of one of the most complete em- North Carolina, and Is one of the rep- politician nnd an expert In railroading. lilsbee Bevlew.
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
bodiments of hospitality was expressed resentative democrats of the south,
"My daughter
used Boan's Kidney
hence his opinion upon party questions
In the historic remark of the goverTown Pump Goes Broke.
very good results. She sufPills
FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
Tonight the town pump broke down fered with
nor of North Carolina to the governor may be taken as In a great measure
for over a year with severe
since then the old well has been pains across her loins and kidneys so
And later still, expressive of the opinion of his party and
of South Carolina.
furnishing
tho water for the city. severe at times that she was unable to
STOVES AND RANGES
In that section.
In the
Interview The tank has been kept well filled but be
only a few months ago, Colonel
around. I heard of Doan's Kidney
there Is hardly enough water to sup- - Pills and induced her to try them. She
of the Couriar-Journa- l,
made mentioned he Is reported ns follows:
117 GOLD AVENUE.
e
"Who is your choice for democratic ply the demand and some inconven
felt a great relief from the first and
his chlvalrlc defense of the
ience is fell. New parts have been or- continued their use until cured. I
Kentucky traditions, and his gallant candidate for president?" Mr. Daniels dered
shipped to Gallup by express.
gave a statement to this effect some
assault on the "Pharisaism and Puri- was asked.
Gallup Republican.
four years ago, and would say today,
"Well," he replied, "I am very much
tanism," which aim by result ting or
Jan. 31, 1807, that we were not only
Kiblicy.
Vnforlimnle
Tho
given reason to appreciate
Doan's
abolishing the sale of liquor to re- like the old fellow back In the mounThere must be expectation among
Pills ai that time, but both
create sundry southern states "In the tains of Kentucky who cast his first the republicans of Arizona that Gov- Kidney
my daughter and myself will vouch
soon abdicate: at
dread Image of Maine and Kansas." vote for Henry Clay and has been vot- ernor Klbbey will no
for their value as strongly as ever,
present
are
four
less
there
than
ing
I
for him ever since.
am for
Hut In the little time that has elapsed
them to
to succeed him and and can heartily recommend
candidates
active
n
since the colonel made his now fa- Pryan. and will keep on being for him. one of these Is Klbbey's trusted at other sufferers."
by
all dealers. Price l
For sale
mous address at the Lexington fair, He will be elected some time, and torney general. It Is the general be cents.
Foster-Mllbur- n
Buffalo,
lief that Klbbey will resign as gov- New York, sole agents forCo..
the state of Georgia hns passed a pro- when he does get in he will do the ernor,
the United
congress
race
ano
for
make
the
States.
hibition law, Mississippi has chosen a things that we want done.
then resume the practice of law.
Remember tho name Doan's and
'
"In the meantime, while he Is out, Douglas International,
prohibition governor and thy governor
take no other.
his
example
Influence
and
work
for
has
nnnoiim-Carolina
that
,if North
The Biggest Ever.
HONWK.I.I. At'TOMOnil.R CO.
he is going to make prohibition an Is- good, and he Is making the repubTo supply your demand for
We are in receipt of the programs
passenger line between Itoawnll
Mall
sue In the next state canvass. In Ken- licans do things they would not other- of the big territorial fair which opens N. M and
and Tórrame. N. M dally, Sunday
Fall and Winter Shoes.
tucky, too, where four-fiftof the wise have done If he had not stirred on the 7th of next month at Albu- Included, conectlna with all traína on the
querque,
It proves the fact that Hoi k Island and Kunta Fe Central Kallr iads.
counties are already "dry," the colo- them up. I am for him for another this is to and
be the grandest of all th Leave Uoswell at 1 p. m. Iave Torrance
We will do anything in our
of Rock Island train due at ! a.
nel" appeal for a more sympathetic reason, and that Is that the democrats grand exhibitions
which have been on arrival
Punning time between the two points S
In
stronger
GeorHe
is
are
him.
for
held In the territory. More than $20, m.
appraisal of the once pardonable
hours.
Meals furnished at Camp Needmnre
power to make it pleasant
000 nre being spent on this year's fan- free
"vices of a gentleman" has been met gia than Hoke Smith: stronger In and
parties accommoprogram covers the best in datedofbycharge.
the
stronger
notifying
company
Carolina
North
the
than
Glenn:
two
In
days
much with grave anil measured
not
and profitable to you to deal
the way of sports, such ns horse races, advance.
In Texns than Culberson; stronger In ball games,
d
argument as with
skepbronco breaking contests.
with us, We have the bigVirginia than Dunfel and stronger In etc., anil also a large number of speIF YOIT I.IVK IN A 8MAIX TOWN ANII
ticism and unconcern.
cial attractions, many of which have FINO IT HAKI TO JF.T WHAT VOIJ
It Is evident, in fact, both In and out Mississippi than John Sharp
gest assortment of up to
never before been seen in the south- WANT IN FANCY OK HTAI'LK t.ltOt
WKITF, I'M. WK IIAVK N KAKI. Y
of Kentucky, says the New York Tribwest. Without doubt the territorial
U.
r.
ATT
CO.
I'll
date shoes we ever handled",
fair this year will be a record breaker.
une, In the course of an editorial on
Eighty persons were killed by hunt-era- " Carrizozo Outlook,
your
this subject, that Mr. Watterson has
Is
present employment getting lo b
during the past summer in the
Our prices are as close as it
Intolerable? Head and answer
few Mornwholly misinterpreted the motives and
Luwwhi'h Day.
upon which the New York Post,
Journal war ads.
Alp,
lnf
It became public this week
is possible to make them
that
forces behind the movement for pro"Now that our Adirondack Henry H. Rodger, who hns been at
hibition ami local option. He seems remarks:
deer season Is on, national pride will the head of the Standard oil company
and we guarantee every pair
to think that the crusade now stirring ace
of John 1).
to It that the Swiss trcord does since the retirement
Canned
the south la Identical In character and not
Fruit Way Up to give satisfaction.
Rockefeller, suffered from a stroke or
remain unchallenged much longer. paralysis
on July 22. It Is probable
Impulse with thst which years ago
Tom
Iiwson would describe this
furred prohibition on Maine and Kan-u- i,
suggests that It that
The Iterortl-Heral- d
Lords-bur- g
ns a stroke of Providence.
His eye Is fixed on the past, and would be exciting to have the goverLiberal.
But not with us. We will sell you the MisMen's Hhoes, Tatent
lia I misled Into using the terms of nor and lieutenant governor of New
I
Two
View
Colt
One.
$:l.50 to$i. on
sion
explain
brand. 1 pound cans of peaches, apriphenomena
of
the
York running against each other for
the past to
Pays the Raton, N. M Range: "All
Men's Shoes, Vlcl Kid $2.50 lo $ 1.01
Ihe present. There Is little similarity Ihe presidency. And yet each party New Mexico will rejoice nt the news cots, plums, cherries, blackberries. Durtlett
between the temperance agitations of might make a much worse choice.
íen's Shoes, Calfskin fi.00 to $3.50
,.tOe
IN A PINCH, USE ALLEN'S pearl or grapes at per can
twenty or thirty years ag0 nnd the
on
cabin
tickets,
First
Women's
first
class
Fhoes,
Patent
Í temperance agitation
pound can Cocoa.... Í5c
of today, .The
Indies ran wear shoes one Walter Haker'a
ships, from this country to Eu- alia smaller after
sleam
Kid
Fml-Kausing
$.1.00 to $5.00
Aliens
was
temperance movement
I nlder
Ü
Walter
pound
Daker'a
can Chocolaie.tOe
rope and return, are now selling In It makes tlaht or new snoes feel easy,
Women'g Shoes, Vlcl
' largely religious and
In
Ives Instant relief lo corns and bunions.
New York for ninety dollars good for It's ta
reales! comfort discovery of the barge cans of Colton Tomatoes, J for. ...Me
Kid
$2.50 t $5.00
moral revolt
motive. It represented
as. Curespots.swollen feet, blisters, rallous
return voyage Indefinitely.
in
ana sore
, from the excesses of Intemperance
It la a certain cura fur
and hundreds of other bargains a
Women's Shoes, Don- hot.
chin
s
feet.
At all
Owing to the fact that II. H. Bogers. sweating,
this country and attacked Insobriety
Kolu ,
and Shoe stores. Ikn. Don't accept
$t. CO lo 12.50
as a sin Imperiling the soul as well as who has beet) for many years the ac- any substitute. Kor FRKH trial packaae.
Shoes
for Roys and
GASH BUYERS' U!II0!!;
Free Himple of tha
Sanideatruyltig the body. It was, perhaps, tive head of the Standard Oil com- also
tary COIIN FAU, a new Invention, address
Olrls
,..$1.00 to $2.50
"fanatical" ánd proscrlptlvf, because pany, ta believed to be permanently Alisa H. Olmsted. Le Koy, N. I.
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Spring

I

-

spring Is made from
The No. 1 single cone, patented
i steel spring wire, drawn expressly for the purpose. It is also
attached to our patent heavy cross wire foundation, between, ai
well as on the slat, and making it perfectly noiseless. It Is also finished and enamel baked in ovens which are excelled by none." Whllp
it is specially Intended for heavy weights it Is equally good for mei
dium weights. We have been selling these springs for about ten
years and have never seen or heard of one sagging. We and tho
makers themselves guarantee this spring for ten years and the price Is
only $5.00. For sale only by the
all-ste- el

No,

9

FUTRELLE FURNITURE

CO., West End of

v

the Viaduct.

tiren-latto-

laloys

B.H.Briggs&Co

HAIR GOODS

ly

"A SURE THING"
That Loose Leaf Devices, special made blank books,
rubber stamps and special ruled blanks are time savers.
We can make them any style or shape to suit your needs

If. S. LITIIGOW,
Rookbtiidcr and Rubber stamp maker. Tlione 02 1. Journal Building.

See E.

"Sumo are born rich, others acquire rlchci"

real eatata.

and vicinity. We have both Improved

aale at reasonable prlcoa.

of the Mlnslasippl

and unimproved property for

tract inside

We have one acreage

wet

city.

Suitable for

sub-

money maker fur the one who has the foresight to snap It up.
some good ranch property, also a few furnished houses.

A sure

are offering

Wa

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.
,
TELEPHONE 838.

SomeCurrent
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by Juüielnusly Investing their gavtngi la

And there la no better place to invest In real estate

than Albuquerque
dividing.
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Phone 1000.
'312 W. Central.

MEXICO AND GUATEMALA
are having little scraps f am time to time.
We are pleased to know that difflcultlea du
not beset us when It comes to retaining tha
good wilt nnd continued patronage ot people
who entrust us with their plumbing contracts. The reason fur this will easily manifest Itself unco you have become acquainted
with the class of work we do. Aa we employ only experienced plumbers nnd use the
best material you can depend on getting
high class work at all limes.
Estimates

iBGRRADftlLrTsl

Ua-Itig-

v

Bargain
Store

Wat-terso-

n,

cheerfully furnished.

12.1

W.-.Tr-

Áj.

Co.
Bell"Plumb
JThmL."Prompt
r
9

old-tim-

.

WANTED

good-nature-

Will-lams-

."

KK-IK-

LIGHTNING HAY PRESSE Sf J. Korber & Co., N.
IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK
m to where to to for your plumbing,
let us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or steam pipe fixed, new
ru fixtures, a bathroom put In, or a
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work oomsleta or aay kind !
repair. Our work la riglit and eo re
tur prices.

STANDARD

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.

THE SQUARE END OF IT

rcMIT-EAM-

a.

extra-ration-

Urna-rial-

Second

yQ$h ill

fe-

Is your end of It when you deal with us In
lumber, whether you want beams surfaced
one side or four; boards plain or boards
planed, longued and grooved; lath, shingles,
or what not without knots or other defeats.
If a stick of wood In this yard Isn't first
class we tell you so, and charge you only
"seconds" price If you want It at all.
Yours or a aquure deal.

HIO GHANDE
le
LUMBER. COMPANY

FoOT-KABK- J

Third and Marquette, Phone 8

M

THfc 'ALBUQUERQUE

wpoiiiHii

(jold Mines company, opcr-- 1
Jupiter mountain hide
claims. Is steadily pushing their tun?
nel bore Into the sido of the mountain,
and with the he'.i of the powerful machinery Installed, is carrjlng the
breast of the tunne! rapidly forward
toward the ore veirs. These veins
show enormous outcrops at the surface, and the most encouraging results
have been obtained In the prospe t
work at the camp covering a
of some eight or nine years. ' The?
length of the tunnel Is now.'fGO feet.

This fiery fluid Inflames the Indians
and it ts no unusual thing for a brave
to kill some member of his family or
his best friend. Thus far the officers
have been unable to stop the mescal
smuggling and until they do the horrible scenes that mark all the fiestas
15
will continue to be enacted.
"The Indians when sober are fairly
industrious and live peacefully in their
villages, according to their own laws
A
governor selected
and customs.
from their ranks ts the chief ruler of
the village and he settles all disputes
and prescribes the form of punishment for all offenses.
"It is from the tribes in this vici.i-ll- y
that many of t!;e young braves and
Everett Fuller Meets Death squaws
who attend the Tucson Indian
aro remitted. They. remain In
During Violent Storm 35 school
the clly for several years and receive
a fair education. They soon revert 'n
Miles East of San Marcial,
their old ways and customs, however,
on their return to the villages and
within a short time appear to have
'
(San Marcial Standard.)
forgotten all that they were taught In
Everett Fuller, the ranchman on the Indian schools,"
miles east of
the Jornada, thirty-fiv- e
San Marcial, was killed by ligliinlni;
at 4:30 yesterday afternoon.
. News
of the wad occurrence wa
REVIEW OF
brought to town by H. F. Wade, wli...
lives two miles above, but was pres.
cnt when Fuller was killed, and
man to reach him.
The storra of hail and rain cam j
FIELD
from the north, veered to the south
iind lasted about twenty miimtcs.
With about twenty others Fullcr
was engaged in the roundup of cattle
to Jill the order for 1.700 head, reWyo. The completion of
cently contracted by Everett Fuller, theLaramie,
Hahn's Peak and Pacific
I.aramie,
Charlea Lewis, E. W. Brown, H. New- railway, now in
of construct inn.
man, E. E. Thurgood, O. P. Ander- will moan much course
the mining Interson and others for delivery to an Am- ests of Wyoming.for Among
the disarillo shipper at Ancho on the JCocx tricts
most materially
Island, October 1. Thu cattle were through tothe benefit
coming of transportation
drifting before the sleet and rain and
will bo the Albany county
Fuller was at the head, near the coi- facilities
and
placer lands and the silver-lea- d
ner of the horse pasture, seeking tu copper
regions of Carbon county. The
turn them.
Albany
councreek placers of
The horse was one of the best Douglas
ty ha'e become widely known by reaknown on the range, the noted
values, demonstratson
of
the
and belonged to Emil James, u ed In the untisjial
gravels, and It can be but
neighbor of Fuller.
of n short time before
Everett fuller was widely known the question
district ts sending out a heavy
Rnd highly, respected. He had lived this
tonnage to the smelters. In the enfn this section for some
and bedistrict are such proper-ile- s
fore taking the William Fite ranch, campment
d
the
as
the
where he lived, was employed on
and the Portland Verdi, beA ranch and by E. E. Thursides many others whose tonnage of
good.
will contribute heavily to ti'-Everett Fuller leaves a wife and ores
traffic of the new road, whi.-child of fifteen months. The body will freight
will actually cross the properties of
be brought to San Marcial today.
a numher of operators, as for instance,
that of the Snake River Consolidated
company at the headwaters of Slinks
river. A possible dally output of 5. 00"
tons from the coal fields of North
Park. Colo,, also assures the new lino
something like $2.000.000 annually in
freight from coal alone.
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Arizona Posse Arrives in Bad
Indian Country but No Arrest
Repotted Thus Far,
(Tucson Citizen.)
report was spread about ttic citv
last night that Sheriff I'aciieco had
been wounded in a fig'i; with lndir.ns
near Ajo. The vc'-- latest news of he
sheriff's posse was given by a courier,
who arrived in Gila Rend today. He
made no mention of any fight, and reported the party In good shape and
making for the El Cubo country.
There Is no truth in the report of
Pacheco being wounded.
A

,

Cripple Creek, Colo. It proves very
frequently to be the case that after a
mine enters the ranks of the producers Its" regular and steady output is
taken as it matter of course and t
but little further comment. It
now transpires that the Dclinoniro.
one of the Stratton properties on I'uil
Hill. Is making heavy shipments, whi'e
r,l the same time keeping development
work well ahead of sloping operations.
Is stated that the lart'e ore reserves
are now in sight and being opened up.
The vein recently cut at the S.Mi-- f ..;
level has proved to be nf enormous
proportions, and splendid ore va'ues
'are being demonstrated. Ret ween the
second and third levels also, where, a
big four-fovein is being dcvoloned.
the ore taken out so far has yielded
values upwards of $:t5 per ton. The
Delnmnlco In the old days, was regarded by Stratton as one of the m st
promising of all bis Cripple Creek
properties.

GiUi Rend, Sept. 20.
A courier who
arrived here" at noon today brings
news that the heavily armed posse of
officers, headed by Sheriff Pacheco
and Ranger Captain Wheeler, has
reached the El Cubo country. The
murderer, John Johns, could not be
found In the pueblo, but It 1s the belief of the nffleeru that ho lu In hi, I.
ing, and a thorough search will b?
instituted through the village and the
surrounding country will be scouted
by the officers.
A news letter by mall from the special correspondent of the Citizen at
Ajo reveals an extraordinary and astonishing state of affairs in the Indian
country to the south ami west of Ajo.
Sheriff Pacheco and Captain Wheid
er were greatly surprised nt the customs of the Indians and the upparwit
disregard for any civilized laws.
The letter is as follows:
"An eye for an eye and a life for
a life is not the custom that prevails
among the Papagoes that live in the
part of Pima county.
southwest
They vary the ancient law so that Instead of really giving an eye when one
Is lost, or instead of having an execution when u murder is committed, the
family or relatives of the killed
murdered party arc recompensed by u
money consideration.
"It was the refusal of John John.',
the Indian murderer, to pay the small
sum of $75, to the widow of the mut-- .
dered man, that led to all the present
trouble. As is the custom of the trlb-the squaw of the dead man took In I'
claim up with the head chief In the
Indian pueblo and the order was given
that Johns nhould pay her J75. Johns
balked In the payment and the squaw
of her
in her Indiiin understanding
legal right attempted to force the payment of thin sum. This refusal of
Johns placed him under the ban of
the law and it Is the general belief
that he would have been dealt with
according to the Indian customs hud
not the White Man's law stepped Into
the case.
"No sooner' had word been received
In the pueblo that the officers fruir.
Tucson wanted Johns than t lie whole
village rallied tn inn support. I lie Indians did not at a'l relish the prospect
of Interference with their affairs from
I ho Tucson officers, and they
determined to either resist with arms or to
seeret Johns when the officers arrived.
For this rcjason It is believed that the
officers' posse. will have, the greatest
difficulty in discovering the whereabouts of the Indian. ,
means
"By
of communication
known only to the Indians word
reached the village of El Cubo within
twenty-fou- r
hours after it was known
In Tucson that, the posse would start
village.
for the
"The Papago fiestas In tills country
are grewsome affairs, and not a Ingle one goes by without a serious cutting or killing scrape. The Indians
seem to accept these things, however,
as a matter of course and the relatives are alwnvs satisfied when they
receive their money payment..
"It was during th last fiesta at Ajo
that Rafel Vega, a Pupago. mysteriously met death. It was supposed that
he had perished In the flames which
destroyed his shack, but there were
evidences that his skull had been
fractured and this strongly indicated
murder. Those who are familiar with
the
Indian Hbodcs do not attribute
fracture to the falling of wall of the

hack,
"At

another recent fiesta an Indian
named Juan struck an Indian named
Juaquln In the eye with a large boulder, mashing the tatter's face and
gouging the eye out. This ghastly

ot

j

scene took piuco at Redondo' Well.
Tim assailant nettled with his victim
by the payment of $75 and the two are
now warm friends.
"All the depredations on the part of
the Indian are caused through their
becoming drunk on the !e brand of
inescnl which Is smuggled across ie
border from Mexico and sold to litem.

Montezuma. Colo. Among the numerous projected enterprises being
undertaken for the development of
this district, the coming of the Argentine Central railway is likely to take
an Important, if not. a leading part.
who has been
Mr Kclward J. Wil'-oxintimately acquainted with the Monte
zuma mine for the past twenty-seve- n
years, says:
this district
"Had
known anything of railroad facilities,
It would now be one of the best producing districts in our state. The district is one of true fissure veins, with
'
n nd permanent ore bodies, and
I believe it contains some of the
v:. "et,e "re bodies in the state of Col"
orado. There are immense bodies nf
ln
rrade ores, which would be exceedingly profitable for both mine
owners and railroad if the railroad
were constructed
into the camp."
Among the first of the old producing
properties, to he reopened and pi iced
upon a biisN of hoivv production will
be the Sarsfield, on Collier mountain,
Just ra.st of the town. This mine
said to have shipped about $1 .",'). nun
worth of ore while operated according
to very primitive methods and under
Th"
he most adverse circumstances.
Sarsfield ores are rich In lead and
sorting
of
values
filler
show
sll'cr, and
$40 per ton and upwards.
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Gallotx-r- ,
Coming
Country to the Meeting.

in 11," Famous

Gray and "Jockey" Hesse left
yesterday morning overland for Albuquerque, says the Capitán News. They
took "Capitán" with them and expect
to enter him In a number of the main
events at the Territorial fair, for
which good purses have been hung
up. That "Capitán" will give a gooil
account of himself in any cum puny Is
(irmly believed, and If he doesn't walk
off with more than one purse It wilt
be a dlnlnct disappointment to others
than his owner,

Hqls Been Taken By

NEWS NOTES FROM
VALLEY

ESTANCIA

l
C'irrrunIrni'e Mnrlitnii .lmirniil.1
Moiiirty, N. M., Sept. 21. Mr.
Meed, the senior member of the lum-V- r
firm nf Meed & Seltz, who operate vards at Mcintosh and this point,
wi's In town the first of the week.
The Hughes Mercantile company,
which occupies 'the largest adobe
building In the United States, has commenced Its. annual Invoice.
D- -.
Romero was called from Estancia this week to see Mrs. George Craig,
who is quite sick at their home nine
miles northeast of here.
a popular young Elks' Theater, Friday Sept. 21
W. F. McGhee,
business man of Estancia, was tians-actjn- g
business at Morlarty and Santa
Fe this week.
ONE NIGHT ONLY
Will May has sold his hotel interdays
at
a
few
ests and is spending
Ltiiny while his wife is at Las Vegas
37TH ANNUAL TOUR.
''siting her sister, Mrs. Earl Evans.
They will soon be at home on their
claim in South Santa Fe county, near
GRANDEST
THE OLDEST,
Mt. Vernon' ranch.
Mrs. Anderson has completed a new
AND
COSTLIEST
-of
her
house on her claim just north
brother, (. Seitz.
ON
Harry Kelley. of Estancia, visited
over Sunday with his sister.
EARTH.
Karl .Mnulton. a popular sheep
ranchman of Estancia, .accompanied
Vernon, of l.e Roy,
tiv his brother
Mich., who Is visiting these parts, were
.
,11
(Sii-rin-

The Square Music Dealers
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DRIKK PILSEKER

In

Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.

GRAND

Wm.H West

WILLIAMS

21-2.-

Ite-llr- c.

Telephone

Mr. and Mrs. It. M. Turner and son
Kusscll and Mr. A. F. Kerr, cashier ol
the American National bank, of Sliver
City, arrived here Wednesday, says
Air. Turnei
tile' HHIsIiopi Advocate'.
and Mr. Kerr today closed one of
Important deals ever Consul),
mated in Sierra county, that Is the
purchase of the Sierra county bank
which Is one of the most reliable
bunking Institutions In New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner will occupy th.
Hopewell residence and become perA
manent residents of Hillsboio.
In
another column will
statement
the transaction.
inorg fully explain
The change In the business affairs or
the Sierra county bank came as a sure
patrons. While
prise to many
the patrons of that Institution heartily
welcome Mr. Turner and Mr. Kerr and
wish them unbounded success In their
new enterprise they regret the retirement of Mr. Zollars and Mr. Huchcr,
who have for many years held the respect and confidence of the people of
Sierra county. Mr. Huchcr wilt remain In Hillsboio for sonic- time to
t

-

X3he

CENTRAL

HOTEL,

Excursions

IWIinstrels

B.

old-tim-

BEER

BOTTLED

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Co.

San Pedro Sunday.
her
Mn Mcl.amore has completen
'
naw home in South Santa Fe county
considerable wheat
Is Imvlng
trating'a streak of soft iron. wit.hjnn,
fnoi-in nn i,n ill iTiini cut, pre vn lies
Jesse Parrot t has returned lrom n
just below. Excellent progress Is also
months' stay in Kansas and Is
several
l,1tt!e
by
Host
reported
the
new team
Oalsy and other companies nperatiirr now at Albuquerque for a
40 OF AMERICA'S GREATEST
to the Immediate vicinity of the United of horses.
Mrs. Neat and little daughter and
Verde.
MINSTREL STARS.
Miss Hill were visiting this week with
I'reckcnridge. Colo. I.nrge sh links Mrs. c. Seltz.
Mrs. Kate May left this week for
of lead ore, estimated to be 60 per
some
GORGEOUS SCENIC INNO- cent pure, continue to come from thp Lis Vegas, where she will spend
in? gom
Liberty lode of the Wellington Mines lime with her rtaugnieis
look
to
Territory,
VATION.
where a '. Murlew, Indian crop.
company at Hreckenrldge.
Killing her
after her cotton
monster surface strike was made
charge
"Will
have
will
i isciice
son
her
The vein has been trenched
for twelve feet without exposing either of Mt. Vernon ranch.building an addl- PRICES $1.00, 75c, 50c.
Mr. McNal'in is
wall. How much wider It will prove
northeast
two
miles
to
his
homo
tlm
lively
speculation,
subject
to be is a
of
some local experts expressing belief
SEATS AT MATSON'S.
V. C. I'ordcn, formerly of M. Louis,
it
more
width than the fahas
that
but now residing on a claim seven
mous Wellington vein, which rank
Morlarty. bad a
with the great ore bodies of the wesV miles southeast of Friday while riding
stroke of paralysis
M.
In a few hours' work one man hanFortunately, he fell UK.
dled enough lead to provide a profit borne horseback. as he was passing the
DENTIST
saddle
the
from
may
be
of $50. which suggests what
Davidson, who at once
expected of the lode when it has been home of Mrs.
proceeded
opened at a depth for stuping by a summoned assistance, thenunconscious
It is believed that lb" to do all she could for the
large force.
the arrival of lr.
Liberty will become one of the nios. man, while, awaiting
' Conscious
prolific contributors of the entire dis- liomcro from yetEstancia:
been completely re- trict. That the day of its yield may ness has not
be early the company Is hurrying a stored.
Thomas White, hardware and Im- - ItnoMK
HAItMriT P.I'II.DINíí.
shaft Into the shoot. A depth of 1eo
of Mcintosh, was in
l..n,,.nt
IIP..
In
first
the
feet will be attained
supplies
for
(Ire Is being sacked for shipment .o Mol larty this week buying
his store.
smelters.
William Mcintosh was transacting
in Morlarty this week.
business
Buccunaoni to Mcllnt A Kaklo
SILVER CITY MEN BUY
nil Ilachcchl A Olnml
Orgiinl.c.
llreeclcrs
(iout
HILLSBORO BANK
IIEAI.K.RS IN
WHOLESALE
The goatmcrl of Lincoln county will
meet In Lincoln Saturday, the :'sth of
month, to organl.e a goat breed-in- WIHES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
M. Turner mid A. I Kerr I'ur- - tills
H.
The responses to
association.
ers'
liase Siena County Hank From vitations have been general, and We handle everything in our line.
Catalogue ar.d
olíais and Umlicr Who Will
many have signified their Intention to Write for Illustrated
l'rlce List, Hsued to dealers only.
unswer the call In person;

While enormous
Holse. Idaho.
price fluctuations In the metal marholding
of cop- the producers
arc ,
kets
.. ....tn ..r
.
.....i ......
per, ,ll'H'l filio
nunc in
ftliu iM
ill
pense and uncertainty, the gold miner
keeps steadllv nt his work, knowing
that there will be a sure market for
his product, whether next month nr
next year, and nt the Invariable price
of $20.67 per ounce troy weight. The come.
-
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Aci-o-

Jerome, Ariz. A recent report on
the Jerome mining district, published
tn the Arizona Mining Review, makes
l" following interesting statements:
"The only ore occurence of anv importance in the district are those
which are connected with the basal
complex roek. Tbi" eorslsts prlarilv
of a wide belt, and has been gradually
changed Into chamber deposit. The
United Verde may be considered as
one uch enormous ehninber or series
of chambers. Exploration work has
proved the existence of ore bodies of
similar c'hs-- in) Incut to thi. pnd
fairly reliable Information states that
core drilling has proved the existence
of rb'h sulnhide nrcs many hundred
level." It i"
feet below the 1. 000-fosuch facts as these which furnish thfi
Incentive for new development opera- prwht- -r
lions.
,, shiftsi . are,.f now
, Three
,
(v,
r,ir.

s

Penn-Wyomin- g.

On

"J

Mo-do- e,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

"

LINCOLN COUNTY HORSE
FOR FAIR RACES

the

risbee. Ariz. Mining men are of
the opinion that the recent cot in copper prices will have no material eff?ct
upon the plans of the Copper Queen
company, whose condition is entirely
sound Hnd whose facilities itre such '
o enable the management to contime
earning highly satisfactory profit
even with conper selling at several
cents below the present price. Tic?
new Copper Queen hoist now being installed will have n capacity of over
3,500 tons daily, and by the time this
is ready the company is probably entirely safe in counting upon anottii
upward swing in the copper metal
market.. Still another large enterprise
which will be little affected by present temporary" conditions is the Mars-fiel- d
company, operating extensive
properties near Patagonia. It is stated that this company Is now working
in the richest ores so far encountered
In the Wrightson district, recent assays running all the way from to 35
per cent in copper, with' high additional values in gold and silver.

,
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GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants

Denver and Return
$23.70
Springs
and rcturn$20.75
II SH'cialty.
t ni'OI'KKQCV:
LAS VFfiAS
Pueblo and return
$18.95
Arthur E. Walker
Chicago and return. . $53.30
Secretary Mutual
Vire. Intuirnm-e- .
l'liuno 51)5 St. Louis and return.. $52.90
lluildin; AN."oi'lntlon.
üi.y. Wnt Onlnil "venue.
Kansas City and return $44.55
Norfolk and return, (60
day limit.)
$72.90
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Sold in AtbuqutrQue

bf tht J. H. O'Rcilty Ca

Mexico

OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQULRQUE, N. M.f IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION CF THE MAIN LIKES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.
.

.

The Helen Uoian and improvement Company
axcamroEATJUu

the United States and Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and treignt trains will pass wrougn ceicn 10
Chicago, Kansas City, Galvestun and the Pacific Coast, 1 he water Is good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $1 8,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel. The lots ottered are low In prices and terms easy. 0k third of purcíub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at 8 per cent per annum. Title perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
Come early if you wish to secure the choice lots, For further páMiculars and prices of lots call In person or wMte to
points

In

up-tod-

two-thir-

ate

ds

The Bsleft Town and Improvement Company
JOU N DECKBH. TfejUént
--

'

WM. .V. VEKGETt.

-

t

Secretary
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IN FALL FOOTWEAR

i

j
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Just Received

We are showing the moot
line of footwear ever nhown in the
city, at popular prices. Values In every
pair. Children's school shoe a specialty. Kit and wear guaranteed.
te

Jii Síoc!; in the Soulliviosi

at our warehouse

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE
IJ0ON HEKTZOU. Mgr.

We Shoe and Clothe the Feet.
2ia
LOCAL

ITEM

INTEREST

Went Central Avenue.

BRIE

Qf

SPANS

In the event that you stvwld not re- celve jrimr rr.nrnlnit piiuer telephone
the 1'netnl Telegraph Company, giving
name and adiirrae and the paper will
be delivered by a apéela! meeeencer.
Telephone 86,

1

Car Richelieu Flour.

1

Car Oats.

Modern Furnishings

V

-

I

-- .

In Bleeping rooma can ahow no higher
ut hygienic per!ectlon than In ths

elaborate and handsome brass bods that ara
now being manufactured.

1

Car Corn.

1

Car Corn Chops.

1

Car Oat Hay.

signs and sizes cither single, double or twin

Car Alfalfa.

beds, from our magnificent stock of bedroom

1

.

.;,

"

Fresh air, comfort and cleanliness are
cured at the same time when you choose

t

your braes enameled bed from the many

'

e- -

de- -

furniture.
K. P. Holcombe. of Santa Fe, was a
visitor in the city yesterday.
RIO GRANDE DIVISION
Mis. Lena K. (Iriffith.
of Socorro,
visited friends In Albuquerque yesterAGAIN OPEN TO TRAFFIC
day.

Mrs. F. Le Tarte has gone to Chit
visit
her parents for five
.

cago

on ohtna

George J. Herman, of Mesilla Park,
X. M., spent Sunday in the city visit.
ing
l)r. Wallace Pyleo, of Jersey City. X.
J., spent yesterday in the city, going
frit-nt's-

Kl Paso last night.
A. W. Cleland has returned from a
stay of several weeks In Loa Angeles

Hart Schaftner

Í31

Marx

$17.50

MEN

munitions and equipThe bridge ami buildings depart- horsesasand such
is not needed by the boys In
Good style In clothes pays In busiment of the Rio Orandi; division of the ment
khaki en route will pass through the
ness; people Judge you by your clothea
Simla Fe completed lute Saturday af- city this week, going to the Presidio.
first.
ternoon a big job at La Joya, N. M., About October 1 the Eighteenth will
If you're In Hart, Schaffncr &
that was expected would tie up the sail for the Philippines. This is the
Marx clothes, you look like success;
line from there to Kl Phho for a week. third time that this regiment has
that's a big step toward It.
Friday afternoon the Klo Puerco, seen service in the islands.
Made of
fabrics; made to
swollen to twice its norma! height,
fit all sizes of men.
rushed down and washed out a span EDITOR OF LA OPINION
Our new fall stock Is ready for your
and considerable of the bridge apinspection.
proach at that place, making It ImposAWAY
PUBLICA
PASSES
sible for trains to cross at that point.
Saturday morning the bridge men
started to work and before they censed IH'itth Claims Patríelo (ion.nlcs, Vetwork that night the damage had been
eran New Mexico Xcvsaicr Man,
temporarily repaired. As the result
work the I!lo
of their strenuouH
After Lingering Illness.
('.ramie division is now open to El
The Central Avenue Clothier.
l'aso from this city, after a delay of
illness, lasting
After a lingering
only twenty-fou- r
hours.
'
The local railroad authorities were since July 4 last, Patricio Gonzales,
worrying about how to. take care of veteran newspaper man anil editor of
the freight stuff that would be piled La Opinion Publica, of this city, passup here as a result of the washout ed away at 12:55 this morning at St.
when the news that the Klo Puerco Joseph's hospital. Pleurisy was then Madam Steward-Lam- b,
had hem spanned again was received. Immediate en use of death, nn opera-lioperformed some two weeks ago
SECOND
STREET,
210 SOUTH
Ilecatise of delays between San Marcial ami Kl Paso. No. in did not reach failing to slave off the grim reaper.
Mr. (lon.aler leaves n wife and five
Albuquerque yesterday morning till
j children,
three boys and two girls, to
11:45 o'clock.
whom the sympathy of the community EXCLUSIVE
MILLINERY.
Sky ('. Overstreet, division special will go nut in their sad bereavement.
Deceased came to Albuquerque eighAll kinds of coal and wood.
agent of the Albiniueriiue division,
spent yesterday In the city visiting lila teen months ago and soon after took
of
department
editorial
of
rharge
the
family.
La opinion Publica, nnd under his
J. W. BENNETT
On account of a freight wreck near able directorate the paper has contin109 p. FIIWT ST.,
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
San Hernarclino. Cal.. Saturday, .o. 4. ued to be a power for good among
'
FOR
IIKAIMlHAKTKRfl
the Chicago linilled, diii not arrive; the native people of ncrnallllo and
KAYA.IO Itl.ANKKTH AM
' rilONE .
adjoining counties. Prior to coming
here until S:15 o clock last night.
INDIAN AND MF.XICAN GOODS.
here Mr. Gonzales was editor of Kl
Jose Torres, the popular assistant Combate, published at AVagon Mound,
baggage iient al the depot, spent yes- X. M. He was born In Teeolcte, San
years ago.
terday In Socorro, N. M visiting rela- Miguel county, fifty-tw- o
1VATIVK ritODl CT,
nil sires.
ANTHRACITE
tive!
Deceased was a member of the Fra- NOGOOll
i;r.M()VKI; STIÍ IGHT,
it Is expected that t'LI-l- SIIOKTS
and
union
ternal
tl(12-0- 4
VVM,
K.
W.
AKTU'LK.
AMERICAN
BLOCK.
.l
was
Knginccr Cramer
this organization will take part In
S. rilSST Kl". IMIONK 10.
to I.as Vegas yesterday on No. 2.
the funeral services:, arrangements for
Mll.nVOOl).
.1.
though it
yet
complete,
not
are
which
Switch engine No. 234 2 was sent has been decided that the1 body will Recieved Toaay
A ConsignKINDMNU.
north yesterday afternoon to work In be taken tills evening to Las Vegas
Lucca
of
Imported
ment
the Las Vegas yards.
MOUNTAIN WOOD.
Interment.
for
Olive Uil.
I!. .1. Siiowden. special agent of the
1 1 1 I I
I
Santa Fe at Ka'oii. was in the cliyl
TRIMBLE & COMPANY
W.
yesterday attending to company matVV
&
A.
ters.
LIVERY, FEED AND I.IV11RY STABLES
F'.-Fii"man lid ward llauensteln, of the
rinas Turnouts at
IN
DKAI.KRS
Is
the
around
passing
const lines.
IteaaoDabl'j Rates.
cigars on account of the baby girl left
North Second Street.
Telcilione 3
HAVE TO
at his home last week by the store;.
Groceries and Provisions

po-lti-

F. H. STRONG
STRONG BIAKK.

all-wo- ol

THE BIG FAIR IS COMING AND

T E RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO.

$22 to $28

nia.
Mrs. Christopher Kerstead and family have gone to Los Angeles, where
they expect to make their future

home.
fiolcgate W. H. Andrews expects to
leave during the week for Santa Pe,
whence be will go to Washington for
the winter.
Mrs. H. H. Clarkson, George
and C. II. Klmendorf, all of
Klmendorf. N. M., comprised a party
registered at the Alvarado yesterday.
Pavld J. Leahy, assistant Vnlled
Slates district attorney, with headquarters at Las Vegas, was a passenger on No. 1 last night for Santa l'e.
n account of "rector Kllis. of the
American Lumber company band, being out of the city, the weekly band
concert at Kobinsoii park was abandoned lint tlik'llt.
Mrs. Joshua S. Kaytmlds has returned to Las Vegas from a summer
in Kurope. She was accompanied by
her daughter, Miss May Kaynolds, and1
Miss Jane La Kile of Las Vegas.
Ir. Kdgar L. Hew itt, of the bureau
of ethnology, Washington. It. C, jvhoj
has bei n engaged for several moiiihs;
in research work at Pa tatito park, is
spending a few days in Santa Fe.
A very interesting sight occurred in
the Harvey curio room yesterday aft- ernooii when a party of Sioux Indians
with the Pawnee HI'I show wandered
pi and began watching the Navajo In
dian women weave rugs and blan- kets.
John Morton, vil known In Albuquerque and wiiii many friends here,
who was Indicted at the recent term
of court in Flagstaff, on a charge of
killing John Swntison on July 10th. at
Wllli.nin, was found not guilty by a
jury and dischai ged. The verdict was,
biought in on Instructions from tin-court, there not being sufficient evi'
dence to convict.
W. L. Ib alv, of Grant brothers, in
Jack Sproule, one of the best known
lion sinen In the west, who Is a reg- - Helen, was in' the city yesterday for
ular attendant at fair r ice meetings, the day.
has arriv ed in Albuquerque with two
On account of heavy traffic from
horses, both of which are entered in
west. No. 7 did not arrive
the fair races. The fair grounds are Chicago
here until ll::i." o'clock last night.
Stabginriing to look like business.
!
following It ten minutes later.
bles are filling up and within the No.
week the track will be the busiest
freight wreck at San BernarThe
pi ice in Albuquerque.
dino, Cal.. Saturday, delayed No. 8
Captain Fred Fornoff. of the terri- live hours
and fifty minutes last night.
torial mounted police, Kpent Sunday in The train airived hire at 12:30 o'clock
the city, visiting friends and Investi-- g this morning.
tting mutters connected with the
work of the police. lie goes to Sil- I. J. Custer, general storekeeper of
v r City tonight to be present at the' the Santa Fe coast lines Is expected to
court In session there. "Kvetuhlng arrive In Albuquerque this week to
Is remarkably quiet throughout
the go over with Division Storekeeper T,
territory." said Captain Fornoff last L. Scully, various matters in connecnight. "In fact, the only thing we tion with the new storehouse to b"
have hail to ma the quid was the erected here.
recent shooting at Crclii liton."
Kd It h (iberg left this morning
Mi
Jack Linn, who has been employed
on delaved No.
for Trinidad.
in the office of the Santa Fe ticket
icoi-gthis auditor al Topcka. Is on his way to
W. Harrison left
Ir.
morning on delayed No. H for Katon t" San Marcial, where he will take a
ti alisad business.
position In the ofllce of Division SupHr. McCaity of the bureau of ani- erintendent Ktter of the Klo. Grande
mal Industry, went to Kngle this division.
morning to Inspect the cattle in that
vicinity.
.
Santa Fe train No. 10 from tho
Deputy Sheriff Coulter returned south was again several hours late
home last night from Las Vegas, yesterday because of the necessity of
where he transai te, ollicial business, making the transfer of passengers,
yesterday.
mall and baggage at the wrecked
bridge near Im Joya. It will be
F. A. Ilurlldge and wife of Petisa-cobof
Imrkee,
F.
days before the bridge can be
Fla., and
C
(la., were arrivals In the city restored.
last night.
Gcoige Kutherfoid. a local carpenter, has resigned his position with thej
n- He
Klmendorf at Klmendorf.
turned home yesterday.
returned.
The Mcintosh lirowns
home last night on No. i. victorious
winning
from
noisy
over their
and
Santa Fe yesterday al the Capital
HERE SUNDAY
city.
The usual number of arrests were
made bv the police Saturday and Sunday. Those seized
for drunkenness
rf
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Simon Stern

Prepared to do any and all kinds of electric decoraGive us a chance to figure on your work. We can
you
money.
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Entries Already in Show That
Fair Ground Stables Will Not
Hold Horses Coming for the
Fair Meeting,
The stable room nt the'fulr ground',
always Inadequate, will have to ht
materially Increased in order to take
care of nil the horses entered for trre
race meeting which opens Monday,
October 7th. The harness races wcr
all tilled some days ago, and elitrie
have continued to come in with every
mall while there Is a flood of entrlct
Horn owners of the gallopers. Already a number of horsemen nave arrived while the association has been
advised that many others will arrive
during the present week. The number of entries for the running races
has surprised even the ofliiers of the
fair who have I n In close touch
with the racing situation from the be.
(tinning.
Ijist night's mall brought in
a big batch of entries and It Is now a
settled fact that more horses will appear on the local track at (his fair
than ever assembled here before. It
means a solid week of fust and furloui
racing.
MUKMNO JO! RNAL WANT
BKIMJ kr.NI'I.TI

ais

II. COKDIKIt. MonnetT.
120 West (ld Ave.

H,M SI KATI

JI SOMiS.'

TIIK IV K KHA'KS.
The Kamous Comedy Quartette.
"AX AWl'TIi KKATIC,"
And Other Features.
Doors ()M'ii nt 2:00 and 7:30.

laiii:s' SO rv KM II matixkk
Kvery Tuesday and Friday Afternoons.
Matinees, 10 anil 20 cents;
i and 30 cents.
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HARDWARE
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U

wholesale

SPOT CASH STORE

Grow--
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113, 115, 117 South First Street.
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THE PRESIDENT,
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We Have in Connection a Tinning Shop and Plumbing Shop.

dumealle
eclewe
wilhla a radius vf five hundred miles.
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ALL KINDS OF TOOLS FOB THE MECHANIC
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The anly

Try a Morning Journal Want' Ad

Fourth and Central Avenue.

Stoves

Watre-CrockeryGIacssw-

UM.

(lueaea In rooking, eettlnc and elher
eutijerle pertslnlng in the heme.

years

jkwfxkk. centhal
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111.

EST?

loik i'vcry nioiiili,
Iherchy liimirlnit
fresh B'Mids' nil the
lime.

('Miree beilse Ortoher I, sad renllnuee

until Marrh
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TLLhl'IlO.NK

WAGNER HARDWARE. CO.

Important
tlinti

Open to all ymins

THE DIAMOND PALACE.

finding1, I'ulrlut.
IVforo huylnjt cxniiilnc our gootla and
jr.
liriccM ii nd mice nii
6ÍL
408 VI.T C K N Til A L AVKN1TK

Successors to Albuqueraue Hardware Co.

Kli'N'iiiaker nnd Hepnlrer.
IlrsI-dii105 NOUTII FI It ST.
I'lUlNT,
GKI.KN

llol hr.Kr.r.riMl.

W. H. HAHN & CO

Proprietor.

PHONE
EANT IKON AVKMK.
tiive me a trial.

1

H

PK ACTM Al,

Cold Soda

llarnc8, Snddlcs, Snddlery, Leather,

No old cMMla on our

j

5Ii II

S03

P.TVlatteucci

j

AVF.MK.
,
order filled. Semi

HorW Guaranteed.
I'nlform
l'rires and Quirk Herviré. (

ALL

A

CLEAN OAS COKE,
SMITHING COAL,
WOOD,
NAT1VK KINDLING.

THOS. F." KELEHER

llrst Slm'l.

j

Ft

Full Line of Toilet Article
SECOND AND GOLD

A

l'iret tines

MKKCHANT TAIW)H.
Ludles' ami (lentletticn's Suits Cleaned, Pressed snd Hcpulretl.
10.

Pure Drugs.

COLLINS' HAND LAUNDRY,
J. H. COLLINS,

Itl.tKK,

LIMP,
ANTIIKAMTC,

THY

J. MORELLI

A.

AMERICAN
l.ltltll l.OS

(

MT,

Proprietor.

F. PAGEL,

ONLY

KNACK,
MJXKU,

Oppnlnjr week commences Monday
nlKht, SfiptPmbor 16, with two siiows
STRICTLY HANITATIY
every niRht at 8 and 9:15 o'clock and
to
DATE BARBER SHOP,
2:30,
TO
UP
at
every,
afternoon
matinee
follow. Thin week's bill includes:
105 North llrst Street.
M' IX)I I AMI MIXV1MK
Everything carefully sterillzefl. I
Double llnrp Sinclnn and UancinR sell the Liquid Head Kest.
Artists.

I OK CAHII

Silver Avenue.
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot.
GEOKG1S E. ELLIS. Proo.

relteri

1

Away Philippines.

lf

S

nHle and reftstered
I hnve some high
llnrke for aule, rnuKln In site from eighteen
months to four years. Aleo some lilch
does. Price, riven on
Krodo and
M. R. MHKAKV,
application.
Han Marelal, New Meiira.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF AGRICULTURE AND

It

O

1

COAL

Albuauerque's Finest
European Hotel.

Fine Registered Angora Bucks
323 S. Second St. Phone 791
A

MECHANIC ARTS.

he-fi-

The HOTEL CRA1GE

HAKE

Thousand Men Bound for Far

u:.ii.í;

L

Co.

Lommori

ILL

Morning JournalWantAds

dt

Infantry With One

The LIghteenlh Frilled Stales Infan-iren route to the Philippines from
Kii.i,, where It has
Fort
beeit station', for over two tears, will
ough Albuquerque next Sun
pMs-t)- u
r,,y night, relieving the Thirteenth In
faulty, now on the way to San rran- cisco, having sailed the Istler part of
last Week.
i
The soldier special will consist of
three separate trains. About l.liint
.
trnu-kidney
f
the ur.t future.
One
men are expected to betwlth the
e
Is that It la an lne(ll"iie diaeaie and
Kach soldier train will consist
(he victim ralla hie ilanier he me
of eleven curs. Including a freight ear
msl.nl. TaKe Kola's KIHnr
.v. aat fatal
baggage
and subsistence and A
ttie (lr.t aim of trouble aa It ror-ri- for
fine
I ooklng car.
and prevente ílrtuht
lrraarileri
cars loaded with the
Six freight
d.eeaee and diabetes. J H O H telly C.

EVEÜITT,

Copyright 1907 by

FOR BUSINESS

und on the Pacific coast.
Mrs. M. A. Keieher
han returned
home after a two months' visit with
relatives and friends In the east.
Miss Lucy Coleman has accepted a
wi'.h the Charles Ilfeld company, of this city, as stenographer.
William Itiier, private secretary to
r legate aW. 11. Andrews, has returned from
vacation spent in Califor-

promiscn to be quite a guincrwf on
the mourners bench.
Captain Jack Crawford, the poet-- i
ocoiit, now h resident of San Marcial.
paused through the city Saturday en
route home after a lecturing lour of
several months on the northern clr- culls. Captain Crawford visited his
nnar San
f tnioux, Grapevine ranch,
Marcial, yesterday, being accompanled
place.
McCrory.
lie
t)r.
of
that
by
will spend several days at his mining
properllc before resuming his tour of
Captain Crawford
Hl- - lyceum circuit.
the territorial
will probably attend
fair.

Costs yon nothing to see this artistic display; but we say frankly that looking generally ends In buying. Real china beauties
are our dinner sots of 100 pieces. The prioe
will amaze you when you see a fine Austrian pattern for

Plume 235.

Ave.

FRANK TROTTER, Mgr.

Wrought By Flood; Personal
Mention of Railroaders,

to

(oíd

118 W.

finds full exemplification In the
designs It's our pride to ex- -

many ornate
Mbit.

Richelieu Grocery Co.

Strenuous Day's Work By Big
Force Repairs the Damage

wec't-s-

K.'KI-meiido-

Decorative Art

and
.

Mill
i T,

.

Supplies; Plumbing and Tinning; Stoves, Ranges; Tin and Enameled Ware
Arms and Ammunition; Mail orders Solicited.
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